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Recently, I found myself spewing
out PC Vanuatu tips and facts to the
new kids on Santo. Oh god, I thought,
I’ve become that volunteer. The one
that has been here too long, that thinks
they know everything. The volunteer I
swore I’d never become.
It’s hard though, at this point in
our service, not to be that kind of volunteer. We actually finally feel sure of
our stomping grounds, we’re no longer
strangers in a new land. Instead we’re
functioning members of the Vanuatu
society. Not only are we unashamed
of that fact, but we’re excited about it.
So we might go on too long, about too
many things, to our politely nodding
until we shut up G26 Vols.
Meanwhile, G26 volunteers just
reconvened in Vila after their first couple of months at site, probably looking
like they’ve been dragged through the
mud a bit, with fresh stories of cultural
misunderstandings, failures, and successes. There’s probably a new confidence in their walk and a recently
acquired surety in their ability to conquer the next two years.
In this moment, all of us- G24, G25,
and G26, are smooth sailing. In our
own ways, we’re in comfortable spaces
and times in our service. G26 is care-
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fully laying out the ground in which it
will later build on, while G24 and G25
prepare to make finishing touches on
their own projects.
It’s important, in these impending couple of months, that we don’t
get complacent. Because with complacency comes acceptance of the way
things are and in some ways, it is our
job not to accept those things. So let’s
continue questioning the world around
us by reading Maureen’s thoughts on
women drinking kava, evaluate our
failures with Alison and Laura, and
explore the #yesallwomen movement
with Sam.
Or, if you’re looking for a break
from cultural analysis, try building up
arm strength with Rich or check out
some good reads with Kate and Bryan.
And definitely reboot that playlist – the
one you’ve listened to about half a billion times- with new songs from your
fellow volunteers in a list compiled by
Michelle.
This issue of the Van Am is generously packed with the creative energy
of G24, G25, and G26. So dive into its
pages and refresh your thoughts, routines, and hobbies with all the people
who are on this long, crazy ride with
you.
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World News
1) #bringbackourgirls

2) Iraq

3) School Shootings

On the night of April 14th, an
Islamic Jihadist and terrorist organization called Boko Haram, captured 276
female students at the Government
Secondary School in Chibok, Borno
State, Nigeria. 53 of the girls have
escaped since. A twitter frenzy of people tweeting with the hashtag “bring
back our girls” reached a global stage,
with supporting tweets from Michelle
Obama, Amnesty International, and so
many others. It captured the world’s
attention and inspired discussion
and controversy. The terrorist group
Boko Haram accuses the Nigerian
Government of interfering with traditional Islamic education and therefore
targets schools in their attacks. Since
2010 they have killed hundreds of students and have captured girls, who
they believe should not be allowed
an education, to be used as cooks and
sex slaves. Attacks have intensified in
2014, with Boko Haram currently being
blamed for at least 4,000 deaths in this
year alone.

In early June, extremist militants
succeeded in overrunning Mosul,
Iraq’s second largest city. Over half
a million citizens fled their homes to
escape violence, while militants seized
the airport, TV stations, and the governor’s office. The takeover called attention to the government’s instability
and how easily the militants were able
to effectively fight against Americantrained security forces. The extremist
group is part of the Islamic State in
Iraq and Syria (ISIS) whose mission
is to establish an Islamic state that
stretches across the region. The current belief is that when U.S. Troops left
the country, the extremist militants
previously under the leadership of al
Qaeda, went to Syria under new command and grew stronger before returning to Iraq. Some Republicans, such as
Conservative Glenn Beck, revoked previous assertions that the United States
was right to go to war with Iraq. 300
advisers have been deployed to assess
ISIS might, but their full role is yet to
be determined.

On May 23 Elliot Rodger, a 22 year
old man, went on a shooting rampage through Isla Vista, a community
close to the University of CaliforniaSanta Barbara, killing 6 and injuring 7
before killing himself. He blamed his
actions on his hatred of women, detailing his plan for the shooting in a 137
page anti-women manifesto (for further speculation about this particular
shooting, read Sam’s piece on pg 9 ). In
the past decade or so, school shootings
have increased, causing endless speculation about the causes of this rapid
escalation. The debate tends to center
on gun control but has recently shifted
to mental health stability and the drugs
taken for those conditions.

PC News
Best wishes to two of our beloved
G25 Volunteers, Mary Maher and
Naseem Tarmohamed.

Vanuatu News

4) PM Changes

5) Germany legalizes Kava 6) Change in Money

The only man nominated for the
post, Joe Natuman was elected as
Prime Minister of Vanuatu on May
16th. He replaced Moana Carcasses,
who was Vanuatu’s first foreign born
Prime Minister. Carcasses had been
Prime Minister for little over a year
before he was removed from office
in a vote of no confidence. His capital investment immigration plan and
new road and airport developments
are cited as reasons for his removal,
though many speculate that his ethnicity- as a Polynesian from Tahiti- played
a role in the decision. The vote of no
confidence follows a trend of similar
votes in the past decade to remove

The
German
Federal
Administrative Court recently overturned its ban on kava. BfArM (The
Federal Institute for Drugs and
Medical Devices in Germany) followed
suit, making it legal for Vanuatu to
export kava to Germany. The ban on
kava-containing products was deemed
unlawful and unjustifiable, citing the
original doubts, studies, and concerns
about kava’s effects on the body as
inconclusive. The lifted ban is being
celebrated by the government and is
suspected to have a significant effect
on kava exports. In Poland and the
United Kingdom it remains a criminal
offense to sell, supply, or import any
medicinal product containing kava.

Vanuatu’s Prime Ministers.
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The Vanuatu Reserve Bank
recently introduced new plastic notes,
including the introduction of a 2000
note. The bank sites its efforts to
protect against counterfeit money as
the reason for the change. The new
money is causing confusion among
shop owners and bus drivers, who
keep giving out the wrong change to
bills. The Daily Post quoted a police
officer as having to buy a new wallet
because of the slipperiness of the notes
(#firstworldproblems?).
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F i t n e s s

Gettin’ Ripped
with Rich

For those of you who would like to
work out in the comforts of your own
home, without a gym, this article is for
you. I’m going to explain some of the
workout routines that I do in my house
and how to stay fit without purchasing
any weights (because let me tell you,
they’re expensive here, just ask David).
I’m going to be giving you different exercises you can do (demonstrations for the trickier ones provided
with some help from my four year old
host brother Loki), and then you can
build these into a routine based on
your preferences. I believe everyone
has strength inside them and as Yael
says: “how do you eat an elephant?
One bite at a time”. Everyone has to
start somewhere so go ahead and start
doing pushups on your knees and
before you know it you won’t even
need to anymore.
*Please always stretch before making
any sort of exercise or you could strain
something. Be sure to get your heart rate
up also. Get up and warm up by doing
some cardio (e.g. 50 jumping jacks).

Pushups
There are many different kinds of
pushups – of course the regular ones
we all know and love – try to do as
many as you can, and do 4 different
sets of them. Next time you work out
try to do at least one more, even if it’s
just that one more, it will add up eventually and you’ll be stronger than you
know in no time at all. (e.g. 10 pushups,
spell, 10 pushups, spell, etc… Next time
11 pushups, spell, 11 pushups spell
etc… Next time 12 pushups)
Claps – These are exactly what you
think they are. Go down in standard
pushup position and when your elbows
form a 90 degree angle explode and
push up as fast as you can and clap
your hands together. Toss just a few of

w. a little help
from Loki

Rich
Gornall
Extendee, Ambae
> Pentecost >
Santo

these into thing is keeping perfect form. If you
one of your reps (They are guaranteed can do 20 pushups in bad form and
only 10 in perfect form, take the perto wipe you out, fast!).
fect form every time. Any exercise in
Knuckles – Many people don’t like bad form is not helping at all and could
pushups because it hurts their wrists. even hurt you. Anyone can say they
Luckily, there is a way you can still do can do 100 pushups, but if they’re only
pushups by making a fist with both going down an inch, that’s not a real
your hands [1.1] so that all of your push up and that’s not real strength.
weight will be on your knuckles instead Always maintain perfect form!
of your palms, avoiding wrist tension.
Note: Make sure you do this on a padded
surface such as a folded towel. Be sure to Jab, Jab, Jab, Right Hook
put all of the weight on just the knuckles Want to get lean and have muscle?
of your index and middle finger as these The boxers got it right. Training for
are the biggest and strongest knuckles. boxing is one of the most strenuous
and rewarding types of exercises you
Pulse – These are one of my favor- can possibly do [2.1].
ite kinds of pushups that not many
But Rich, you say, I’m just a poor
people know about. Go down like a Peace Corps volunteer and I can’t
normal pushup and when your chest afford a bag or gloves or new underis closest to the ground, act as if your wear. Fear not! I will explain how I
body is coming up for a split second made a custom punching bag.
and then immediately go back down
Ask any ni-Van in your village or
and then up like normal.
school for empty 25kilo bag rice. Trust
Note: when going down and coming up,
me, someone will have it and be happy
it will look as if you’re barely moving at
to give it to you. The next part could be
all, really more like hovering for about a
difficult depending on where you are,
second or making a “pulse”.
but you will need some sand beach, so
Elevated Feet – Your body weight load that sucker up (about halfway, or
isn’t enough anymore? Want to add else it will be too heavy for you to lift
more stamina for your regular push- to tie up).
Next you’ll need some rope (ask
ups? Just as the name implies, you
need to elevate your feet [1.2], and you a ni-Van) and somewhere to hang it.
can use just about anything! Chair, Placement is vital, as you probably
bench, stump, dog, the options are don’t want every person in the world
pretty much limitless. Breathe in when watch you flail around a bag of rice.
you lower your chest to an inch off the This part you’ll definitely need help
floor and then breathe out and extend with, ask a friend to help you tie your
your arms bringing your body back to bag up to a tree [2.3]. You may have
to tie it twice to prevent the rope from
starting position.
When doing these pushups some sagging under the pressure. Voila, your
things to keep in mind are: Breathe very own custom punching bag, that
out as you push up, think of yourself as you didn’t have to pay 20,000 vatu at
raising yourself by attempting to push the chinese store for.
the ground away from you, all of your
Once your bag is up you can begin
power will come from the shoulders, punching away. Make sure to twist
arms and chest. The most important your hand when you punch and always
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glass jaw! Practice jabs (left right,
left left right, left right right, etc…)
uppercuts, and hooks (across).
What’s great about boxing training
is you don’t even NEED equipment.
Don’t want to set up a bag? Fine. Have
no jumping rope? No problem. It is still
great exercise to do 100 jabs (left, right,
left, etc…) and then 50 just left hand,
and then 50 just right hand to the air.
You’ll feel it in your arms in no time
and you won’t hurt your fists on a bag.
Whether you use the bag or not,
I can assure you it’s very difficult to
learn boxing through a VanAm article
so please feel free to come visit me on
Santo and learn more!
*Notes about the bag: Never ever ever
punch the bag without padding on your
fists. This is dangerous and you could
break bones. You will need to either wear
gloves (you can get in Vila/Santo) or you
can just wrap a calico or towel around
your fists.

What Goes Up...
Jumping is an incredible form of
aerobic activity which you can do
on your off days (I’ll get to that) and
between sets. It’s better than running,
promotes less stress on the joints, and
since you’ll be in your house no one
will ask who’s chasing you.
The easiest way is to just pretend
you’re holding a jump rope. Use a stopwatch and see how long you can go
and then the next time add a few more
seconds. Another, more exhausting
jump, is sort of like the clap pushups,
go down in a crouching position and
explode upward reaching as high as
you can with your fingertips. A couple
of these will wear you right out. If that’s
not enough for you try the burpee:

The Burpee
[3.1] Start in a crouching position
[3.2] Explode upward into a jump
[3.3] Crouch again, hands on floor
[3.4] Jump back into a plank
[3.5] Perform a Pushup
[3.6] Return to plank position
[3.1] hop to a crouching position
[3.1 - 3.6] Repeat until worn out

Things to remember:
Trying to target body fat? There is
no such thing as targeting body fat, I
know infomercials will tell you otherwise but trust me, you need to do an
entire body workout to get what you’re
really looking for, no shortcuts.
Have an “off” day. This means never
work the same muscle group day after
day. If you do arms on Monday, then
don’t do them again until Wednesday.
Your muscles need time to rebuild
because you tore them all up doing
these great exercises. Protein is highly
encouraged after working out and peanut butter has loads of it (but also lots
of fat so beware!) On the off day you
can always do legs (lunges/squats) or
go on a hike, or start a bike gang that
could only hope to rival Santo’s.
Exercise should not be a fad, it’s a
lifestyle choice. It’s not something your
ADD can get excited about one day
and then give up the next. You must
commit to it. The hardest part about
staying fit is to keep it going. I know on
the island it can be very easy to say “Oh
I’ll do it tomorrow” or “I don’t have any
energy because all I ate was rice today”
(have some peanut butter). In fact,
why don’t you put this down and drop
and give me 20? Then text me, because
it would make me glad to know someone’s reading this.

Science has proven that listening
to music while working out increases
energy output by 15%. Well I’m science
and I’m telling you to increase output
by at least 50% listen to these tunes:

Clique
Kanye West, Big
Sean & Jay-Z

Diamonds (Remix)
Ft. Kanye West
Rihanna

DTM Awards
A$AP Ferg

Watching Movies
Mac Miller

Feds Watchin
2 Chainz

HYFR ft. Lil Wayne
Drake

Top Black
T.I.

In Da Club
50 Cent

The Motto
Drake

Goldie
A$AP Rocky

H
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Wagon Wheel’s
Global Reach

Jennifer
Nadler
EL, Aneityum

I got to my village yesterday and power Wagon Wheel has though, I
just settled in for most of the day, but still never thought it would make it to
this morning I awoke to an interest- Aneityum.
The pikinini kept singing Wagon
ing surprise. My house is on the primary school grounds so it has kids at Wheel and since I was already up I
all hours of the day. As most of you snuck out of my house with my speaker
education volunteers know this is a and iPod. I crept up to the window and
great sign because usually it means began playing Wagon Wheel. The kids
the headmaster has succeeded in mak- came running to the window where
ing the school a safe place for children. I was at like magnets being pulled in
My headmaster specifically told me he by the power of the twang Old Crow
wants the students to feel ownership Medicine Show puts out.
Usually you
and pride over not
see Wagon Wheel
only their educab eing sung by
tion, but also of
a huge group of
their school.
drunk people at
Back to the
the top of their
surprise; As I lay
loans, but seeing
in bed I was sudeight and nine
denly woken up
year olds with
to a chorus of
bright blonde hair
children beating
and dark skin sing
a familiar tune on
it was way more
the desks. It was
“Wagon
Wheel”
adorable.
six in the morning
I told them in
and I thought in Old Crow Medicine Show
the next few weeks
my tired state they
must not be about to sing what I think I would teach them more parts to the
they are. And yet just as I thought that song, mostly for my own sanity of not
I heard those familiar words “rock me hearing the same line over and over.
mama like a wagon wheel”. This being I made a mental note that although
my first morning in my village since I would teach them some words, I
wokabot I had a few moments of ‘wait would not be teaching their implied
where the hell am I?’ I looked around meanings.
Later, my headmaster’s wife passed
my room and realized ‘yes I am on the
southernmost island in Vanuatu, and by and the mystery of how Wagon
yes those little kids are singing Wagon Wheel made it here was solved. She
told me her husband had played the
Wheel’.
I feel like anyone who went to song for the children last week during
college in the past five years knows the ‘music’ portion of the school day.
They love country music here so I
the power of Wagon Wheel by Old
Crow Medicine Show (originally writ- think I will use songs as an opportunity
ten by Bob Dylan). When I was at the for my students to learn. Also I have
University of Missouri it pervaded all a goal of producing a video at some
social groups and could be found at point during my service that becomes
almost any party, from hipster to frat. a YouTube sensation and I am thinking
Don’t even get me started about the if the world saw my adorable students
Darius Rucker version! With all the they would like them as much as I do.

“Rock me mama
like the wind
and the rain.
Rock me mama
like a southbound train.”

Aneityum is Vanuatu’s southern-most undisputed island,
but even it has not escaped the
global reach of “Wagon Wheel.”
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#YesAllWomen
What the Santa
Barbara Shootings
and resultant
national discourse
mean to Peace Corps
experience.

On May 23 Elliot Rodger, a 22 year
old man, went on an anti-women
shooting rampage through Isla Vista, a
community close to the University of
California-Santa Barbara, killing 6 and
injuring 7 before killing himself.
Before this shooting occurred
Rodger posted a video on YouTube, in
which he detailed his plan to “punish”
all of the women that never responded
to his advances, leaving him a selfprofessed lonely virgin at 22. He wrote
about his “War on Women” in his 137
page manifesto. In which, he stated
such things as “You girls have never
been attracted to me. I don’t know why
you girls aren’t attracted to me. But I
will punish you all for it.”
Police in the Santa Barbara area
acknowledged that this was a horrific crime, but also stated that this
kind of violence “could happen anywhere.” While the police officer meant
that these kinds of shootings are not
endemic to Santa Barbara, I think it’s
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Because every single
woman I know has a story
about a man feeling entitled
to access to her body. Every.
Single. One. #YesAllWomen
@emilyhughes

important to remember that these
crimes, crimes against women, do happen everywhere and we need to shine
a light on them and figure out how
to stop them. While gun control and
mental health awareness are important things to talk about, plenty of men
without guns and without a history
of mental illness hurt women and we
should examine the ideology that gives
them the okay to do that.
In response to the extreme misogyny that fueled this shooting and the
culture, our culture, that it comes out
of, many Twitter users have started
using #YesAllWomen to share their
experiences and to highlight the fact
that, while all women have had similar
experiences of misogyny and sexism, a
lot of men are ignorant to the kind of
things that women have to deal with
every day.
The hashtag is being seen as
a response to #NotAllMen, which
reminds women that not all men are-

Sam
Hunt
Extendee,
Santo
#YesAllWomen because
when a girl is harassed or
even groped by a stranger in
public, we’re told to “take it as
a compliment” @bottrill

A student near the scene of
the Santa Barbara Shootings.
Photo by The Gaurdian.
violent and that women shouldn’t
punish “nice guys” for the actions of
the minority. Men’s Rights Activists
(MRAs) are particularly insistent that
women should not blame men for
the ideology that Elliot Rodger killed
women for. That not all men are like
these Wizardchan users.
“Well girls keep that in mid (sic) the
next time you friendzone somebody”
“I don’t blame guns. I blame blondes
for this one.”
While not all men murder women,
while not all men rape women and
while not all men “blame blondes” for
a horrific killing spree, all women have
to live in a world of male privilege that
too often leaves them vulnerable and
in danger.

#YesAllWomen because
when we’re offended at something we are told we are ‘too
sensitive’ & ‘it was a joke’
rather than given an apology
@postirl

On thefrogman.me this was posted.
You say not all men are monsters?
Imagine a bowl of M&Ms. 10% of them
are poisoned.
Go ahead. Eat a handful.
Not all M&Ms are poison.
While not all men will attack me
if I smile at them and say hello, some
will and I would rather not risk it. The
#YesAllWomen hashtag speaks to the
vulnerability that all women feel as a
result of misogynistic and male privileged attitudes.
I have a story (or two) that could
go a long with every single one of these
tweets and many of them have happened in Vanuatu.
I think we would all like to think
that as Peace Corps Volunteers we are
immune to this kind of behavior and
misogyny and all of the volunteers are
feminists and believe in equality. And
honestly I think for the most part they
are and they do. But I have been told I
am “too sensitive” and that “ it was a
joke” when I questioned a volunteer’s
use of the the words “slut” and “whore.”
When I complained about the daily
harassment I face just walking the two
blocks to where I work I was asked if
I didn’t like it “just a little bit?” Once
when I asked a volunteer to walk me
home he said “oh but we are so close.”
When I insisted he said, “oh are you
still afraid because that guy chased
you?”
I was then told that I should tell
the people harassing me that I have a
boyfriend. This is often presented to

“Men are afraid that
women will laugh at them.
Women are afraid that men
will kill them.” - Margaret
Atwood #yesallwomen

women as a “cure all”. Yet one time
after sharing a taxi with my boyfriend
and dropping him at his sister’s house,
the taxi driver said “ be yu wantem
fuck? Mi luk se yu likem black man.”
These volunteers who have said
these things to me are my good friends.
They aren’t bad people, in fact they are
wonderful people. People that I love
and talk to all the time. But maybe they
are just a little lazy. Maybe we are all
just a little bit lazy when it comes to
something that is as widespread and,
let’s face it, normal as misogyny. It can
be exhausting dealing with it and so
sometimes it’s just easier to let go. Let
the comment pass. Complain about it
later to friends. Shrug it off and say
guys just don’t get it.
I think as Peace Corps volunteers it
is our responsibility to “get it.” To not
be lazy and to think critically about
things and not just say “ you’re too sensitive,” Or “he has never done anything
to me so…” Or “it’s like that everywhere here.” Or “how am I supposed to
fix it?”
We should all be contributing to
the conversation about how we can
change the way half of the world’s
population is being treated. Obviously
there is only so much we can do as
volunteers since this is not our culture or our country, but I don’t think
the answer is to do nothing. Male volunteers especially have a lot of power
because of the level of respect they are
given for being male and I would like
to see them use that power for good.
Peace Corps Vanuatu is lucky
enough to have an entire committee

Because a lot of you are
reading these and thinking
“ugh yeah, we get it. Calm
down.” #YesAllWomen

that designs workshops and manuals to help us all deal with the gender
inequality and the gender based violence that is rampant here in Vanuatu.
If you feel comfortable and think it
would be appropriate in your village,
definitely take a look at the Gender
Based Violence Manual. It has a lot of
great ideas and sessions that you can
use.
I am also hoping that volunteers
will share their experiences and give
some ideas of what we can do on a
daily basis to deal with gender inequity and violence. While workshops are
great they aren’t for every volunteer or
for every community and I think it is
important to think of ways to deal with
misogyny while at the nakamal, in the
kitchen making laplap, teaching phonemic awareness and sitting under a
tree eating mangos.
A staff writer at Jezebel, a feminist
blog that I read, writes in response to
the misogynistic comments and violence against women that she sees and
reads about on a daily basis,
“I’m furious that I’ll eventually
shrug all of this off, too, because laughing about it is easier than changing it.
I’m furious because I don’t know what
else to do”
I think we have all felt that fury
and so I hope that we all talk about this
and think of ways that we can change
things at least in a small way.
If you have any suggestions please
submit them to the Van Am and we can
publish a list in our next issue.

H
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Your Guide
to Vila Nakamals
Monica “Putang” Van Dora and
Jessica, the editor of the Van American
recently requested that I write a short
segment detailing some of my “kava
wisdom” for the entertainment and
enlightenment of Vanuatu vols. As a former editor of the Van American myself
(2009-2010), I have written about
this topic at great length on numerous occasions. Kava has been covered
extensively in the Van American for
over 20+ years now. What more can we
say about it?
As a Returned Peace Corps
Volunteer (who has yet to return), you
may be wondering why the Van Am
Editor and Miss Puninga would ask
for my humble opinions. I myself echo
these sentiments. Is my name to be
forever associated with “kava-lactones
and drunkenness” as it will likely be
associated with “Poop in a Hole” within

Dear Monica and Matt,
How do you know which window to choose? There are so many
stalls!
–Bewildered
Monica: Oh the challenges of a
multi-stalled nakamal! If I’m going to
be honest, it is almost always a gamble.
At John Tari, window 1 is always reliable. At Dash Studio, window number
5 is normally reliable. At 12 Window,
window #9 offers a sure thing. Though,
when available, window #1 is trustworthy. Sometimes you just have to risk it,
and black list those that do you dirty.
From what I have seen drinking with
Matt, it also helps to sing out tawi to
the cute girl selling kava. Establish that
you are more than a mere kava drunk.
Building relationships with those that
serve you kava enhances the experience and you may luck out on extra
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the PC community? Am I no more to
you than a mere vessel from which to
imbibe Piper methysticum and make
medleys about long-drop toilets???
As an “independent consultant”
now working for various government
entities, including the UN Joint presence, my days of volunteering are over.
Why should I share with you my hardearned “kava secrets”? Will you be paying my $250/paragraph rate? Will Keith
be loaning me his nice shiny car when
he goes on vacation? Will Seli bake me
a batch of cookies? Will a nice female
volunteer give me a back rub / massage? What’s in this deal for me?
What happens when I reveal the
secret locations of the Vila’s best nakamals? Will the serene environment and
inner-tranquility that I currently enjoy
each night at 5:00 PM be interrupted
by loud Americans taking Instagram
heavy shells. A simple conversation can
enlighten you to the history of the kava
you are about to imbibe and makes it
less impersonal. Malok!
Matt: I find nakamals with multiple windows to be intimidating. A
good tip is to observe where most
people are lining up. If I drink at
larger nakamals, I normally know
who made the kava and where it came
from. Otherwise, you are taking a
risk of drinking some truly wretched
2 day kava. Some huge nakamals,for
example Green Light (Kava Motel) in
Freshwota, can also be less hygienic.
If I had to choose the best nakamals
from which to contract tuburculosis- it
would be these densely packed multiwindow nakamals where you cannot
hear yourself think.

pics, laughing and chatting loudly and
who never sponsor me a shell of kava
even after I have bought them several?
Surely the “kava gods” would punish
such a man who would bring sacrilege into the sanctuary of the roadside
light?
But then it hit me. In 2008, I was
just a wide-eyed kid who knew nothing about kava. When I first arrived to
Vanuatu I did not understand nakamal
etiquette or kava-drinking basics either.
I was perhaps just like you. What monster have I become, where I cannot take
a moment to help out someone who is
truly in need?
So here it goes. I shall assist Monica
in answering your kava queries and
I hope that it provides positive “kava
karma” for everyone involved.

- Matthew

Dear Monica and Matt,
What size shell should I drink?
–N00b
Matt: Don’t start with a 50 sized
shell please. I would respect you more
if you just totally abstained from kava
period. Because if you are going to do
something- you should at least do it
right. Start with a 150 size or at least a
100, otherwise you will likely never feel
the effects of the kava, especially considering the light mix sold here in Vila.
Dear Monica and Matt,
I don’t like the taste of kava.
What should I do?
- Captain Obvious
Matt: No one does. Without the
bitter there can be no sweet. Endure
and have some “wash-em-out” that you
enjoy on hand to help you override

the taste. Also the taste is especially
putrid at certain Vila nakamals such as
Seaside Green Light, 12 Window, Shefa
Nakamal, Cathedral- etc. Try a shell at
Labor Union (close to office)- normally
their mix is very clean thus not too terrible tasting.
Monica: Come on, you gulp it down
and it’s over immediately! I suggest
holding your breath and thinking of
the something sexy- the sexiest thing
you can think of- while forcing down
the vile water. It helps distract your
mind from what you are about to do.
Suppose no, try Sprite or Coca-Cola
as the acidity of the sodas helps clean
your mouth immediately. PK chewing
gum is also helpful. But, really, get over
it and learn to enjoy kava. It’s an integral part of your experience here and
there is a lot to be gained from these
nocturnal narcotic adventures.
Dear Monica and Matt,
Kava upsets my stomach
- Weak Bel
Matt: It may not be all types of
kava that upset your stomach. There
are multiple strains and varieties of
kava. Sometimes nakamals do a lousy
job of cleaning the skin of the kava
(scraping of the dirt, molded parts
etc). Most Vila nakamals use kava arriving from the ship, which has already
started to mold and is several weeks
old in some cases. Some strains of kava
affect stomachs more than others. Port
Vila kava is always harder on the stomach than fresh kava on the islands so
I recommend only going to trusted
nakamals and just listening to your gut
while drinking. Don’t force yourself to
drink if your stomach is telling you no.
Monica: You’ve got to learn your
gut. Some find it helpful to eat small

Matthew
Hardwick

Monica
Van Dora

RPCV, Efate

Extendee, Efate

amount between shells to keep the
kava moving. Some need a bottle of
water to get through, whereas some
people claim drinking water only
dilutes the kava. Try it all and see what
works for you. It might also be helpful to carry your own toilet paper and
hand sanitizer so you find the nakamal
toilets more inviting. Defecation after
a shell of kava or two is perfectly normal and you shouldn’t be embarrassed.
This is PEACE CORPS!

that it will get its act together again.
Tebakor shopping (unless you are looking to induce vomit).

Monica: One of my favorite aspects
of drinking kava is the pre-kava debate
about where to go. Always, always,
there will be one person who is highly
opinionated and stands their ground.
Sometimes nakamals that were good
yesterday are not good today. You have
to keep up with the preferences of your
crew; the trick to drinking kava with
Matt is to pick from the pre-approved
list, listed below. If you offer one of
these choices, he will most likely agree
to join. I agree with what he listed, as
he taught me all I know, but I will vouch
for Number 2 Lagoon Red Light, as the
kava is fine, it’s just from Pentecost and
some feel strongly about avoiding kava
from Pentecost. Absolutely black listed:
the random blue light across from
Fresh Water Stage, where the kava is
sure to take down your entire team,
Dear Monica and Matt
and all you can washemaot with is
Which nakamals should I
chicken neck. Also 24 Hour as it sounds
avoid?
great in theory, but that’s a misnomer
-Kava Kurious
and it is mostly water. However, great
Matt: Kava Kurious, Great ques- location for storying with prostitutes.
tion! I thought you would never ask.
Dear Monica and Matt
The life of a nakamal is like the roller
Which nakamals are not to be
coaster of emotional health that a PCV
missed?
experiences, up and down. So currently
Sincerely, Let’s Do This
as of June of 2014, I have black-listed:
Shefa Nakamal (bad kava but nice
view); Cathedral Nakamal (bad kava Matt: Hi Let’s Do This! I like your
& atmosphere- except the last window positive energy already. Let me recomon the right side); Vanua Kava (bad mend: Simbolo Red Light, Gold Forest
kava); Sophie’s (weak kava); Bamboo in Pladinie, Galaxy in Freshwota, 6
(weak kava); Green Light Freshwota Window in Dash Studio, Red Light on
(Number 2 Lagoon Red Light (kava D Oak, Last Flight in Pladinie, Stella
not clean- upsets my stomach). I like View Tree House- Number 2 Lagoon,
John Tari in Fresh Wota, but I must Labor Union- close to office (my favorleave before 7 PM when it gets too ite home base) & Willy Jimmy near
crowded and resembles a night club. Tebakor Shopping (last window on leftLast Bucket is to be avoided at the ask for Jimmy from Emae).
moment although there is potential
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Monica: Ifira Point, Felix/
Huntington’s (window #3) by Korman,
and Dotsun in Bladiniere all offer good
kava with a change of scenery. Be careful and walk in packs in Bladiniere,
but with appropriate security the tall
grass and big fields can offer a different vibe than the rest of Vila. It
can be fun because all the roads look
alike and you can stumble upon new
nakamals while trying to find a bus. If
you’re looking for a comfortable, easy
place in town, I recommend both Jay’s
(Raewin’s family owned and operated
AND video games!) by Saralana and
the white light across from Grin Laet
Sea Side(Shepherd family of Amanda
and I) as it’s simple and reliable. Also,
Obama nakamal in Namburu is legit. It
offers Malekula kava and a framed photograph of Obama that is usually overrun with geckos.
Dear Monica and Matt,
I want to see all of my friends
when we come in for training, but I
also want a quality kava experience.
Big group or small group? Help!
–Troubled
Matt: Troubled, of course large
groups of Peace Corps volunteers will
continue to go to nakamals together.
Nothing wrong with that, although
given the choice, I prefer smaller groups
as it is hard to have an intimate con
with 5+ people. Kava is not alcohol… it
demands a serene environment to be
appreciated. Among experienced kava
drinkers, big groups divide into smaller
sub-groups.
Monica: What Matt said: Have your
cake and eat it too! Breaking into
smaller groups allows you to catch up
with people, and you can always shift
groups at the next round. Big groups
lead to kava finishing early so you will
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probably end up kaleing and enjoying Mon: Cheap Ass Roommate, Stop
the large group dynamic.
being a little bitch.
Dear Monica and Matt,
Drinking kava late, which
nakamals are reliable?
–Mistress of the night

Matt: Hide from your friends or
accept your kava-destiny.
Dear Monica and Matt,
My family keeps inviting me to
come to their nakamal, but I
really want to join my friends on
#JohnTariTuesdays. What should I
do?
–Benedict Arnold

Matt: Monica will tell you Green
Light in Seaside,which is true,
although some may argue that it is
not the best-tasting or cleanest kava in
the world. But it does the job. D Oak in
Independence Park area, Willy Jimmy
in Tebakor and Last Flight in Pladinie Matt: Find a healthy balance
are also reliable at late night.
between family and friends when
drinking kava. I do not see a problem
Monica: Don’t forget your house here.
or hotel room can also be a good a
nakamal. Grab a plastic from a reliable Monica: Both your family and
source and enjoy from the comfort of friends will accept you for who you are,
your own home. It’s clean, easy, and you kava drunk fool. You can always
often times offers better washemaot. invite friends to your family’s or your
family out with your friends. Make it
Dear Monica and Matt,
work.
Where can you drink on
Sundays?
Monica: Follow us on Twitter! @
– Concerned Kava Consumer
Leimala_BNG & @KavaMachine aka
“Born 2 Tweet”
Matt: Anywhere you see a light Follow us on Instagram! @white_
that is lit by the road. Simbolo Red misses & @Nawarake
Light is good, but starts a bit later Follow us on Facebook! Nawarake
around 6. John Tari in Fresh Water & Monica Van Dora
or Last Flight in Pladinie are good Follow us on SoundCloud! @
choices too.
Nawarake
Help us trend the following:
Monica: #SymboloSundays all the #SymboloSundays
way here. It’s comfortable and the #ElmanaroMondays
laplap is amazing. Across from the #JohnTariTuesdays
SDA Church you can find a vista of #SeasideWednesdays
Fresh Water and Beverly Hills and you #BladiniereThursdays
can enjoy the late night worship down #SaralanaFridays
in Fresh Water Field as you drink.
#SuperSudSaturdays
#Grandstanding
Dear Monica and Matt,
I want to spell, but my friends
Dedicated to the memory of Team
are trying to convince me to drink
America
kava. What should I do?
– Spell from the Shell

H

Maintaining
Optimism

So here you are. You have made it
to the end of the beginning. A long
obstacle course of self selection, medical exams and forms, loan deferments,
next of kin notifications, bank statements and so on. What have you gotten
yourself into? Well, now that it is too
late to turn back, I will tell you. If you
are here chances are you are a bleeding heart liberal-do-gooder that, like a
superhero, wants to make the world a
better place. Now you can point a finger at Ghandi (Be the change you want
to see in the world), JFK (Ask not what
your country blah blah blah), or even
Obama’s Hopey-Changey thing (Yes
We Can); but those were just inspirations. Somewhere inside you, you committed to this service with the loftiest
of goals and expectations. How can we
protect and defend this waif of a feeling that got you into this in the first
place? How can we sustain our original optimism in the trenches of PC
service?

Before getting on the plane we
all had a very general picture of what
our service would be like. My picture
had rainbows and care bears and conversations of deep political, social and
philosophical importance. That’s me.
Jen Green I imagine had a picture
of zombie slaying, french toast making and creative writing workshops.
As Tom Petty says, ‘the future is wide
open’- its very common to have hopes
of a general nature about your service.
Then you get to site, and all the myriad possibilities coalesce into concrete
specifics. Before we had theoretical
knowledge of Peace Corps service. And
now slowly that theoretical knowledge
shifts into empirical knowledge. This
can be a fascinating time of wondrous
discovery- but most experience it as a
kind of disappointment. You may look
back at your original idea of service
and think it was the work of a naive
and misguided mind. There is truth in
that- but don’t disparage it. Everyone

Peter Areté
EL, Erromango

gets a reality check in the first few
months. Because we were so filled with
optimism and a personal dream in
deciding to come- pessimism can be a
real threat to our service. So let’s talk
about optimism and pessimism and
realist viewpoints. I think these ideas
get tossed around and many people
have strange ideas about them.
What is optimism? Merely a hope
for the future. If you have optimism
about your service in the PC then you
believe your service can make a difference. It is a positive attitude about
the future. But it is by nature abstract
and undetermined. Once specifics start
becoming a part of your hopes for the
future- they become expectations. And
this is natural and normal- in all cases
in all times, we move from abstract and
general ideas of the future to actual
events of the present, and then on to
mere images of the past that we recall
and reflect on to inform likely outcomes for our future endeavors.
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What is realism? Realism or pragmatism is the view of things as they
are now, informed with wisdom of
what has worked or failed to work in
the past. This view seeks to limit as
much as possible the wasted effort
between past mistakes or inefficiencies and what we hope to achieve in
the future. And this is good. This is the
principle of induction. Past outcomes
should help us make good decisions in
planning and preparation for striving
for our hopes and dreams. This is how
we learn- we test, evaluate and revise
and try again.
Often when people disagree, they
are merely not understanding the others views. Pragmatic views are important for deciding how to go about
doing something; what to change to
try something bakegan. They can also
help us see if our goals can be achieved
within a certain timeframe. Here is a
spoiler for you. Your goals, your hopes
will not be visible in the way you
want them to be, before you go home
(unless you pull a Matt Hardwick or
Sarah Lightner).
And so disappointment is natural;
Because we are used, oh so used to seeing the impact of our work. Accept and
remember this, it will save you headaches. You may want to say- “But I can
see rain tanks and toilets!” or “I can see
a library or dispensary etc..” You would
be wise not to pin your aspirations on
a project that may not finish or come
to fruition before you leave. And this
is NOT A FAILURE. If your project is
completed, great! But our primary task
should be sustainable development. So
while you can see and touch a toilet
(eww), it is not sustainable. A community that knows how to organize, plan,
fundraise and build its own resources
however- THAT is sustainable. This is
near impossible to see while you are
at site, and even harder after you leave.
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What is pessimism? The absence
or privation of hope. It is an attitude
brought about from disappointment,
from expectations that were not met,
from a lack of beer, ice cream, cheese
and other delicious necessities- this
pain is real, but it should not inform
our outlook on the future. As an attitude, it leads to self-fulfilling prophecies and thoughts. This is depression.
You cannot reason yourself out of
despair- other than to realize it is not
useful, not pragmatic. So, adjust your
expectations, maintain your hopes and
good attitude, reflect and adjust your
actions with realistic and practical
experience.
I want to try and share a point
that Nietzsche tried to make. He was
a great student of the Greek classics, especially the tragedies. Which
is strange because most people find
tragic stories depressing and hardly
helpful. But, Nietzsche points out that
life is full of disappointments and suffering; it is also full of joy and pleasure,
but never just the one. He thought that
the lesson the Greeks could teach us,
was that we should try and harness
our suffering and make something
beautiful out of it. It may be that all
volunteers suffer for the extent of their
service; but even if we do, we are still
making a beautiful project out of it.
Reaching out to our fellow human
beings, strangers and trying to help
them often in ways they cannot understand- this could be the definition of a
meaningful life.
You will feel frustrated, isolated,
lonely, depressed, ineffective. Ignore
it. The big picture isn’t about our
feelings, our viewpoint. The feelings
will become manageable and pass, if
you focus on the goal- the gift of your
knowledge and labor and the sharing
of our culture. Persevere towards your
goal with the right attitude- and that

stret attitude is optimistic. We are moving a sand beach one grain of sand at
a time.
They tell us in PST-lower you expectations. Don’t. Lower your expectations
of seeing the change you want to make.
We are rolling snowballs down mountains. We are a swarm of butterflies on
the far side of the world. Have faith in
the value of your work. Have faith in the
community of humanity. People can let
you down, especially if you have unrealistic expectations of them. Instead,
attach yourself to effort and your service. That is the sacrifice you must
make to survive your service.
You are part of a grand adventure.
Peace Corps is a team working towards
reducing the amount of global life suck,
and increasing the amount of human
awesomenicity. Adventures are never
predictable. This is the sport of the long
shot, the long game. Ours is the work
of an Epic- a story of heroic deeds long
in the telling; Dragon-sized mosquitoes
slain, the Sith Lords of illiteracy and
unhygienic practices defeated and sent
running, of magical swords of empowerment and education being pulled
from the stone anvil, the bad behaviors
of domestic abuse and corporal punishment being tossed into the volcano of
Mount Doom.
Since I opened with the inspiring quotes that helped motivate us to
come, I thought I would finish with two
quotes that can help us finish:

“Never doubt that a small group
of thoughtful, committed citizens
can change the world; indeed it’s
the only thing that ever has.” –
Margaret Mead
“In the depth of winter, I finally
learned that within me there lay
an invincible summer.” –Albert
Camus H

F i c t i o n

Running Man
lowing down the same path. He feared
it was gaining on him because he is
not in the best of shape. He kept making empty promises to himself to quit
smoking, cut back on deep fried foods,
to work out. And now he was paying the price for breaking them. He
wished he was running towards his
old car so he could hop into it and take
off. It was a smashed faced junker. On
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The air is oppressively hot and his
sweat is like a river, pouring out of
him. But it’s not a good river feeling
like that cool stream without a name,
in Epau, that he sat in after a long day
of training. He is running and he hates
running. Well that’s not completely
true. He hates running just to run. He
loves to run like when he was a kid.
When there was a reason to run, like to
get away from his older brother after
messing up his Legos. Running when
he was a teenager meant being chased
by the police for breaking into abandoned buildings to drink with
his friends. That kind of running meant something. It was
rebellion. But times changed
and now he was past college, working, responsible.
Whatever that means. He
was part of the system not
against it.
The jungle was all
around him and the branches
were hitting him in his arms
and face. The ground was an
uneven dirt path, with deep ruts
sliced into it from heavy rains. Not
the best of conditions for running and
worse yet running in flip-flops. Cheap
Chinese made crap that cut into his
skin like a dull rusty bush knife. Not
the worst pain he ever felt. He was
cut before. He could vividly remember
that knife fight in Doc’s Billiards parking lot with that moron Kiel for talking
to a girl he liked. Getting sliced in the
arm from Kiel’s stiletto was unforgettable. The sharp piercing pain and how
it pissed off he was about letting his
favorite leather coat get all tie-dyed
with blood. It pissed him off enough to
disarm him and beat the guy up within
an inch of life, only to have his victory
interrupted, running for his life as the
flashing lights and sirens approached.
He could hear it behind him fol-

the outside it’s orignal red paint was
partially rusted, but under the hood it
had a beautiful engine that his brother
and him worked on all summer. It was
a 72’ Chevy impala with a 350 small
block V8 with a Corvette racing cam,
aluminum headers, and a Holly 4di
throttle body fuel injection carb. It was
his Millennium-Falcon. It could go 120
mph for as long as there was fuel in the
tank. He would race it against all takers on a quarter mile strip near Totem
Pole Park near the trailer park in New
Brighton. And when the cops showed
up to pull him over he’d ditch them
on the back roads of the residential
streets. Those were amongst his sweet-

David
Bekkerus
IT, Santo
est escapes.
There was no way out of this mess.
No Escaping. It was a strange unfamiliar land, Santo, past Luganville. He is
out of the city and with no one to help
him. No car to jump into, no weapon to
fend off the wild beast that was about
to slice him to pieces. He searched
around him looking for a tree to climb
up… something not too low to the
ground or to weak that it would snap
from sitting in for hour until the wild
beast wandered away. But he feared
the moment was too late. Then
suddenly the wild pig slashed
it’s tusk into his right leg and
he tumbled to the ground in
agonizing pain. He reached
down to his leg to stop the
flow of blood. He closed his
eyes and waited for the second wave of the attack.
When he opened his
eyes and looked up he saw
Jen standing over him offering her hand to help him back
to his feet.
“You took a nasty fall. You
OK?” She asked.
“I’m fine. You saw me fall huh?
“Yeah, you have to be careful. The
sidewalks in Vila are not that great to
run on.”
“I see that. I’m late for the morning
sessions and thought I’d run. Guess I
will just catch a bus.”
“Ok well see you in a couple days
at the swearing in ceremony.”
He closed his eyes for a moment
and waited till Jen continued on with
her morning run. And then he got up
and continued to run to the government building for training. He felt the
jungle close back in on him and looked
behind him to see if the wild pig was
still chasing him to make it urgent
enough to continue to run to class. But
the wild pig was gone.

H
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Do It Yourself

Dream Catcher
Materials:
• 2-4 feet of vines (you can
find these in the bush- the
kind you trip on when
you’re tramping through the
garden)

1

2

Molly
Geiser
EL, Epi

Other décor ideas

• String/yarn/twine
• Shells/coral/seeds/beads
(optional)

3

Nail a mat to your wall
and use it to hang up pictures/postcards/etc. Don’t
have an extra mat? Hang
twine from your ceiling or
along a wall and use clothes
pins!

• Scissors or bushknife

Instructions:

1

Using the vine make a
circle the size that you
want your dream catcher
to be. Wrap the extra ends
around the circle.

2
3

Fasten the ends of the
vine using twine or

string.
Wrap the string/yarn/
twine around the outside of the circle, creating a
web in the middle. You can
string on shells/coral/seeds/
beads to give it extra pizazz.
Tie the end of the string
around the outside of the
circle to hold in place.

4

5
Brighten your swim
house by putting colorful
sea glass on the bottom.
Don’t live by the ocean? Use
the extra world map paint to
paint stones.

4

Make 4-5 braided
strings, stringing on
shells/coral/seeds/beads. You
can also attach feathers to
the net of the strands. Attach
each braid to the bottom of
the dream catcher.

5

Hang up above yourmosquito net and sweet
dreams!
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Still have more paint?
Make sure everyone in the
village knows what house
yours is and paint your door!

C o o k i n g

In a Pinch
Creative recipes for when cravings
strike and your shelves are bare.

Taro Cupcake
submitted by Elise Youm

Powdered Milk Cheese

Curried Tin Fish

Have a craving for something

submitted by Sam Hunt

submitted by Michelle Wong

sweet? But only have root crops....Well
you should make an aelan cupcake!

Ingredients
• 1 piece taro
• Peanut butter & Milo
For those long months on the Simple curry that you can make on
island with no cheese. This recipe the island with ingredients from the
makes a ricotta-like soft cheese
village store.

1) Roast some taro.
2) Spread a huge helping of peanut

Ingredients

Ingredients

butter on top.

• 3 cups powdered milk (Full Fat)

• 1 Onion

• 5-6 cups water

• Can of Mackeral Tin Fish

• 1/4 cup vinegar (or lime juice, but the • Greens (Aelan Cabbage, etc...)
cheese will taste different)
• Salt
• Capful (or two) of Curry Powder

3) Sprinkle on some milo.
Nutella-coated Popcorn
submitted by Jessica Geraci

1)

Combine powdered milk with • Milk (optional)
water and mix until there are no
more clumps.
1) Cut up an onion, sauté it with a
2) Heat milk in saucepan. Do not
tiny bit of oil and curry powder ( a
let the milk boil.
capful or two).
3) When there are small bubbles
If you’re still working to satisfy
2) Heat milk in saucepan. Do not that sweet tooth try adding some
around the sides of the pan remove
the pan from the heat.
let the milk boil.
chocolate (and some calories) to your
4) Let milk sit for about 10 minutes.
3) Pour in the tomato sauce from popcorn.
Add vinegar and let sit another 10
the tin fish, cook it all together for
1) Put one layer of kernels, cover
minutes. The curds should start to
a minute.
halfway with oil. Sprinkle on salt,
separate from whey.
4) Break up the fish into small
put over fire or strong heat.
5) Strain curds using a clean cloth.
pieces and then add it to the veggie
Save the whey and use it to water
2) Meanwhile, heat nutella in a
mix. Cook for one minute.
plants, feed to cats, or soak your
seperate pan.
5) Add a cup and a half of water
beans in it. Or just throw it away.
3) . Drizzle onto well-salted popcorn
and,if it’s available, a few splashes
6) Add salt and enjoy as a spread on
of milk.
and enjoy.
aelan bread with hot sauce.
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Singing
For Success
My first year teaching
here was, to say the least, a
challenge. With little teaching experience, especially in
the field of phonics, I found
the Peace Corps training
materials difficult to organize in my mind. What do I
focus on first? Alphabet recognition? Do I try to combine alphabet recognition
with phonemic awareness?
What does phonemic awareness even mean? Why do my
third graders not know the
sound for the letter “U”?
U n f o r t u n a t e l y, a n
extremely helpful teaching tool was hiding behind
a blackboard in one of my
classrooms and I only discovered it in my second year.
This teaching tool is a very
colorful display of every letter in the alphabet with
a song below and several
drawings of different words
that start with the letter. The
various songs I have listed
below have been hugely
successful.
After doing assessments
of my Class One students at
the end of Term 1, I found
that every one of the students knew the sound of
the letters we had already
reviewed through the songs,
even the struggling students that were behind at
the beginning of the year.
Here are the songs that we
use at my school (although
I’ve been changing some of
the songs as I go along), feel
free to change any and if you
find some that work better, I
would love to hear them!
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Aa Bb Cc
Ants on the Apple
/a/ /a/ /a/
Ants on the Apple
/a/ /a/ /a/
Ants on the Apple
/a/ /a/ /a/
That is the sound for A

Ben’s Big Boots
/b/ /b/ /b/
Ben’s Big Boots
/b/ /b/ /b/
Ben’s Big Boots
/b/ /b/ /b/
That is the sound for B

Colorful Coral
/c/ /c/ /c/
Colorful Coral
/c/ /c/ /c/
Colorful Coral
/c/ /c/ /c/
That is the sound for C

Hands on the Head
/h/ /h/ /h/
Hands on the Head
/h/ /h/ /h/
Hands on the Head
/h/ /h/ /h/
That is the sound for H

Ice in the Icebox
/i/ /i/ /i/
Ice in the Icebox
/i/ /i/ /i/
Ice in the Icebox
/i/ /i/ /i/
That is the sound for I

Juice in the jug
/j/ /j/ /j/
Juice in the jug
/j/ /j/ /j/
Juice in the jug
/j/ /j/ /j/
That is the sound for J

Nuts in a Nut shell
/n/ /n/ /n/
Nuts in a Nut shell
/n/ /n/ /n/
Nuts in a Nut shell
/n/ /n/ /n/
That is the sound for N

Orange Ovals
/o/ /o/ /o/
Orange Ovals
/o/ /o/ /o/
Orange Ovals
/o/ /o/ /o/
That is the sound for O

Purple Passionfruit
/p/ /p/ /p/
Purple Passionfruit
/p/ /p/ /p/
Purple Passionfruit
/p/ /p/ /p/
That is the sound for P

Ten Turtles
/t/ /t/ /t/
Ten Turtles
/t/ /t/ /t/
Ten Turtles
/t/ /t/ /t/
That is the sound for T

Under Umbrellas
/u/ /u/ /u/
Under Umbrellas
/u/ /u/ /u/
Under Umbrellas
/u/ /u/ /u/
That is the sound for U

Varied Vegetables
/v/ /v/ /v/
Varied Vegetables
/v/ /v/ /v/
Varied Vegetables
/v/ /v/ /v/
That is the sound for V

Hh Ii

Jj

Nn Oo Pp
Tt

Uu Vv

Michelle
Kenney
EL, Epi

Dd Ee

Ff

Kk Ll

Mm

Dogs are Digging
/d/ /d/ /d/
Dogs are Digging
/d/ /d/ /d/
Dogs are Digging
/d/ /d/ /d/
That is the sound for D

Eggs from Epi
/e/ /e/ /e/
Eggs from Epi
/e/ /e/ /e/
Eggs from Epi
/e/ /e/ /e/
That is the sound for E

Keep the Kumalas
/k/ /k/ /k/
Keep the Kumalas
/k/ /k/ /k/
Keep the Kumalas
/k/ /k/ /k/
That is the sound for K

Licking Lolly pop
/l/ /l/ /l/
Licking Lolly pop
/l/ /l/ /l/
Licking Lolly pop
/l/ /l/ /l/
That is the sound for L

Quail Quack Quack
/q/ /q/ /q/
Quail Quack Quack
/q/ /q/ /q/
Quail Quack Quack
/q/ /q/ /q/
That is the sound for Q

Red Rainbow
/r/ /r/ /r/
Red Rainbow
/r/ /r/ /r/
Red Rainbow
/r/ /r/ /r/
That is the sound for R

Water in the Well
/w/ /w/ /w/
Water in the Well
/w/ /w/ /w/
Water in the Well
/w/ /w/ /w/
That is the sound for W

Fix then Mix
/x/ /x/ /x/
Fix then Mix
/x/ /x/ /x/
Fix then Mix
/x/ /x/ /x/

Qq Rr
Ww Xx

That is the sound for X

Five Fat Fish
/f/ /f/ /f/
Five Fat Fish
/f/ /f/ /f/
Five Fat Fish
/f/ /f/ /f/
That is the sound for F

Malekula Mangoes
/m/ /m/ /m/
Malekula Mangoes
/m/ /m/ /m/
Malekula Mangoes
/m/ /m/ /m/
That is the sound for M

Gg

Green Goats Giggling
/g/ /g/ /g/
Green Goats Giggling
/g/ /g/ /g/
Green Goats Giggling
/g/ /g/ /g/
That is the sound for G

Note: When singing the
songs, it’s best to change
the tune for every different
letter so the kids are less
likely to mix up the letters.

Ss

Some Seashells
/s/ /s/ /s/
Some Seashells
/s/ /s/ /s/
Some Seashells
/s/ /s/ /s/
That is the sound for S

Yy Zz
Yellow Yams
/y/ /y/ /y/
Yellow Yams
/y/ /y/ /y/
Yellow Yams
/y/ /y/ /y/
That is the sound for Y

Zebra in the Zoo
/z/ /z/ /z/
Zebra in the Zoo
/z/ /z/ /z/
Zebra in the Zoo
/z/ /z/ /z/
That is the sound for Z
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Kate
Laufenberg
EL, Santo

Gud
fala
Reads
If there is one thing we all have
more of since joining the Peace Corps,
it’s time; time to play 7-lock with your
host family, time to make lap-lap, time
to refine your bush knife skills. But
when it is so hot that doing anything
that involves moving is out of the question, and you are fresh out of stories
to storian about, what better way to
spend your time than by delving into
a new book? So, if you are tired of picking grass seeds and have already read
Game of Thrones, set up that hammock
and treat yourself to one of these good
reads.
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Philip Roth’s American Pastoral
analyzes the heart and soul of American
culture, of its fine balance between
self-love and self-hatred. American
Pastoral is centered around the life
of Seymour “the Swede” Levov. As a
teen, the Swede is handsome, charming, and the star athlete of his Jewish
American high school. He grows into a
handsome, charming man, takes over
his father’s successful glove factory,
marries Miss New Jersey 1949, and the
two of them settle down in a beautiful colonial home in rural New Jersey
with their daughter, Merry. The Swede
appears to be fulfilling the American
dream in a way that only his generation could, until the day Merry commits such a violent act of terrorism
that chaos rocks and consumes the
Swede’s world.
Roth rambles and gets side-tracked,
and can go into maddeningly detailed
descriptions or motives behind the
most minute action, but that is the
beauty of this story. It brutally and honestly captures the manner of stream of
consciousness in a way that really hits
home. This book will make your head
ache and your heart will want to burst.
It will make you question your every
action, your every motive, your true
self. It is a must-read.

If you are feeling a little depressed
and have lost a little faith in humanity
after reading the previous two books (I
was), try reading Laura Hillenbrand’s
Unbroken, a true story based on the life
of Louie Zamperini, an Olympic track
athlete who joins the Army Air Force
during WWII and is put through every
peril imaginable. After his plane goes
down in the Pacific, Louie battles starvation, leaping sharks, and worse, but
I won’t ruin it for you. Louie’s incredible will to survive carries him through
every challenge thrown his way, and as
you lie comfortably in your hammock
reading this, swinging in the breeze,
his positive attitude will make you
feel guilty for ever complaining about
anything.
If you are anything like my mom,
who couldn’t go swimming (in rural
Minnesota) for weeks after watching
Jaws, swimming, traveling in small
boats, or flying in small planes over the
ocean may freak you out for a while.
But at least you can take comfort in the
fact that you probably won’t be shot at
by Japanese bombers. This book is an
exciting page-turner that will make
your heart hurt for Louie and his compatriots, and his heroics will impress
the pants off you.

Bryan
Laufenberg
IT, Santo

Barbara Kingsolver’s Poisonwood
Bible is the story of the Price family,
who are uprooted from their world of
comfort in the United States to a village in the middle of the Congo (sound
familiar?). Nathan Price is a fanatical
Baptist preacher seeking to spread the
Word to people who don’t share his
beliefs, speak his language, or care to
change their way of life—a way of life
that Nathan has no interest in learning about. The title itself derives from
Nathan mistaking the word for a ‘poisonous tree’ for ‘holy.’ The story is told
from the point of view of Nathan’s wife
and their four daughters. While they
are all in a similar situation, their attitudes and ways of dealing with their
new lives are drastically different.
Poisonwood Bible is a look into the
Congo’s tumultuous colonial history,
and the different points of view of the
Price women offer a commentary on
the destruction and anguish caused by
colonialism.
Poisonwood Bible focuses on colonialism, but it will force you, as a Peace
Corps volunteer, to evaluate your reasons for being here and your efforts
in your community. Is humanitarian
aid and intervention a responsibility, or an excuse to impart our own
beliefs and values? How can we learn
from past mistakes and alter our own
actions to make a positive, sustainable
difference? This book is a little long
and heavy at times, but the enlightenment you will benefit from is worth
the effort.

I was wondering what I could add
to this periodical and didn’t come
up with much. I do enjoy learning
about philosophy through the eyes of
Winnie-the-Pooh, and thankfully there
is a book which does just that, The Tao
of Pooh by Benjamin Hoff. It’s a simple 150 page book with plenty of Pooh
breaks and even some pictures of
Pooh with his friends. If you giggled
or even cracked a smile at the previous sentence, you’re probably already
living the Tao lifestyle, just like Pooh.
Taoism was originally meant to be
more like a way to live life rather than
an institutionalized religion. So don’t
worry about converting from your current religion after reading this article,
you can just appreciate the Taoist
attributes you already have.
I should probably talk about
the main characters of Pooh just in
case you were living in a pineapple
under the sea during childhood. Like
lots of children’s books and stories,
the animals can talk, because it just
wouldn’t be as interesting to us if they
couldn’t.
First we’ve got loveable simpleminded Pooh, who is a bear. Then
there is slightly timid and small Piglet,
followed by clever Rabbit. Owl, the
owl, is a real smart guy living in a tree.
Eeyore is a donkey who is kind of pessimistic and revels in it. To add some
reality to this children’s book there is
also a human that shows up intermittently named Christopher Robin.
Those are the six characters that

are most prominent in the book and
after reading this article you can insult
or compliment your fellow volunteers
on the sly by calling them Donkeys,
Rabbits, Owls, or Slytherins.
We Romanized heathens are supposed to pronounce Tao like Dao. So, if
anyone has the pleasure of saying Tao
on a college campus and some total
Owl corrects your pronunciation you
can just tell them they should embrace
TAO-ism and relax. It doesn’t really
matter what you call it, because this
philosophy/religion is not about being
correct or correcting others, it’s mostly
about living a full life and enjoying it.
The Tao of Pooh tries to explain different aspects of Taoism by relating
it directly to stories from Winnie the
Pooh.
Pooh Bear is chosen as a symbol
of Taoism because of his simple, fun
loving personality. This is explained
by talking about the uncarved block,
or a state of natural being. If you can
enjoy the simple and quiet, the natural
and the plain you are able to see what
fun life is. Going for a walk can lead to
any number of different experiences if
you’re open to spontaneity.
Another aspect of Taoism is Wu
Wei, or in the book, the Pooh Way. Wu
Wei roughly translated means, ‘without
doing, causing, or making.’ It means to
be like a river and find the path of least
resistance, or to follow your own inner
nature, since that is what a river must
do. Suppose you really like drawing
and hate getting wet, it might be in
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your interest to look into architecture
instead of becoming a scuba teacher.
The summed up ethics of Taoism
are action through non-action, naturalness, simplicity, spontaneity, compassion, moderation, and humility. Pooh
Bear does pretty well on all of those
except for his pretty obvious honey
addiction, which his friends should
probably address with him.
Owl is a high powered intellectual,
who is pretty sure he knows more than
you and thinks you should know that,
too. Owl represents an intellectual
who refuses to learn anything from
real world experiences and puts all his
trust in books and other scholars. For
example, as much as you might treasure your university degree, you can’t
possibly learn everything you want to
from books or school, or Pre-Service
Training. So if anyone stopped learning after they got to shake the hand of
Mr. Ambassador, you might want to
check your Owlness.
Rabbit is usually rushing about
trying to be clever, and it usually goes
horribly wrong for him. He’s given
the title of Bisy Backson in the book
because he’s always going somewhere
but will definitely be back soon.
Throughout the whole book there
is some good hearted America bashing,
which you can make your own judgment on. I think the author would be
pleased to add Vanuatu’s nakamal to a
list that includes a Chinese teahouse
and a French sidewalk café, contrasts
to America’s fast food stand.
With all of the time saving technologies we have in America, I bet every
one of us volunteers has more time
to spend in Vanuatu than we did in
America. The author points out that
you cannot save time, you can only
spend it, and you get to choose what
you spend your time on. However,
I really enjoy spending time putting
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clothes in a washing machine, but with
that comes all the other first world
problems.
I’m expecting Taoism to be a
major contender with Christianity
by the time Group 27 gets here, but
if not, that’s totally okay with Pooh.

An Illustration from
“The Tao of Pooh”

Meanwhile, in the real world, Owl will
be eating Rabbit, Pooh eating Piglet
and Christopher Robin’s using Eeyore
to plow a field. Instead we get to have
a great cast of philosophical characters that talk and wear some clothing,
though usually not pants.

H

Oh My GAD!

Turns out that when over 60 progressive minds are concentrated on
a tiny set of islands in the middle
of the Pacific, good things can happen. Becoming agents of education
& empowerment (and eventually, the
good kind of change) can positively
impact our communities’ futures. And
it can be a pretty rewarding part of
your service, too. Sharing these successes can help us realize that sometimes stuff does work! Here are some
stories of these gears of change in
motion. We hope that reading this will
make you, too, singaot “oh my gad”
Kelly on Paama held a reproductive health and family planning workshop with the mamas in her area. She
took resources and tools from the
GLOW/BLD workshop and customized
them to her audience., Kelly held these
sessions once a week for 3 weeks. She
focused on group-led activities so that
the participants could actively learn
from one another. The village health
worker helped her facilitate these
sessions. Kelly found this to be really
important because having the support
of the health leaders could help create
a network of continuing knowledge.
She created an extra session that
she found to be especially impactful.
She told the participants to imagine
their island of Paama without the
effects of family planning. With every
generation, the land would be split up
between the expanding population and
eventually, each man‘s land would be a
fraction of what it originally was. She
explained the importance of protecting
your resources and creating a sustai-

Paama volunteer Kelly Parshall poses with two nurses, Anna and Ena, from
her village. She has also run a number of GAD projects in her community.
nable environment for the generations
to come. At the end of each day, Kelly
showed a Wan Smol Bag video that left
the mamas feeling inspired. These relatable videos really helped her wrap up
the session and get her message across.
Kelly says that this workshop was the
most well-received event she’s held in
her community.
Katelyn on Efate recently held a
Primary Health Care workshop with
her village. The highlight session for
her was the “good/no good” activity. During this session, participants
looked at pictures of different situations such as littering and bad toilets.
They worked in groups and told stories using these pictures as guides for
things happening in their own community. After identifying these areas
for improvement, the community felt
empowered to make some changes.
By the end of the workshop, they set
up a water project, created a cleanup
campaign, and began their focus on
recycling.
Katelyn has two tips for this workshop, or any workshop for that matter,
to run successfully. First off, make sure
you clarify time commitments. When
people hear the term “workshop,”
sometimes their minds go to memories of 8 hour sweaty lectures with
shitty tea breaks. Explain to them what
you’re expecting from their participation and ease the tension. As we know,
workshops don’t have to be daunting.
Share this good news with them! And
tip 2: stress how important it is for

chiefs and other community leaders to
attend. Katelyn saw that because they
were present, the chiefs recognized
their roles in what was happening and
took responsibility. Thanks for stepping up and talkin’ trash, Katelyn!
After conducting a PACA with her
school committee and teachers,
Michelle Kenney‘s school on Lamen
Island identified two major projects
that they needed in order to improve
their school environment. One of
which is a new teacher‘s house that
is now in the process of being completed without any volunteer involvement! The other project is increasing
parental involvement in the students‘
educational growth. The headmaster
took initiative and produced grading
checklists for the parents and is seeing
a positive outcome.
After running the PACA workshop,
Michelle felt that she empowered her
community to take action without needing outside influence. Kenney is happy
that she took a hands off approach,
allowing the members of the community to design, manage, and complete
their own projects. With her leadership,
is there anything they Ken‘t do?!
Reach out to these rockstars and
ask questions. Make these things happen in your communities, too. And in
the meantime, something to ponder time flies like an arrow. fruit flies like
a banana.

- The GAD Team
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I Kat Sponsor?
A veteran’s guide to funding projects in Vanuatu

Sam
Hunt
Extendee,
Santo

“Be yu no save findem wan sponsor blo
yumi save kat wan truck?”
sound like it would only bring positive
changes you have to think about how
water seal or flush toilets would affect
the water supply.
If you are asking for funding to
build a building it is important to make
sure that the land the building will be
on is not disputed.
Is your community prepared to
contribute time, money and materials
to the grant? While most communities
will say that they want a new library
building some maybe more reluctant
when they find out that they have to
contribute sand, coral and then build
the library. Also most grants require
the community to pay for the transportation of the materials which often
requires the community to fundraise.
While a community may really need
a new water supply system if they are
not ready to work then it will be incredibly frustrating for the volunteer.
Will this project be able to continue
after your service has ended? Are there
people you are training to take over
the project? It can be tempting to wait
until the project is complete to start
training people to run, for example the
Mama’s center, however, it is a better
Things to Consider
idea to start training people early so
Is there a real need for this projthat when the project is complete they
ect in the community? I have been
are ready to take over.
asked to find funding for a music
arena, a football stadium and a SDA
church that would be bigger than the G e n e r a l R e q u i r e m e n t s
Presbyterian church. Needless to say I • Detailed budget with accompanying quotations for goods and supplies
declined to help find funding.
What will be the outcome of this needed for the project
project? What changes will occur in the • Letters of support from the commucommunity? It is good to think about nity (chief, church leader etc)
both positive and negative changes.
• Letter of support from the province
For example while a community hav( Area Secretary, Provincial Planner,
ing water seal or flush toilets may
Provincial Education Officer, Rural
During my two years on Paama I
was asked to find funding for a truck
for my roadless, hilly and totally unsuitable for a truck island. I of course
always told them no and that “ i no kat
ani grant we i save fundem wan truck.”
After saying this for the 987th time
I decided to have a half day workshop
about how to apply for grants so that it
was clear what kinds of projects are eligible and what kind of work goes into
applying for a grant.Though I never
helped write a grant for a truck I was
able to help my community find funding for a library, books, an aid post, a
solar panel and a water tank through
New Zealand, Australia, Germany and
the PCPP.
You too will most likely be asked
to help your community find funding
for a number of projects. If you think
it is a good project and the community
is organized and committed then here
are some tips that will help the application process go smoother.
Though applying for a grant can be
tedious it is fairly straight forward and
something that any volunteer can do.
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Water Supply Officer, Provincial Health
Officer)
• Detailed implementation plan ( activity, who is responsible, and when the
activity will be completed)
• Community contribution (local materials such as sandbij, coral, timber;
labor; transportation/freight)
• Outline of how the project will benefit both men and women

Common

Projects

• Libraries
• Aid Posts
• Water Supply Systems
• Classrooms
• Women’s Centers
• VIP Toilets
• Solar Set Ups
• New Computers
• Books for Libraries

Commonly Not Funded
• Trucks/boats
• Grass Cutters
• Church activities
• Political activities
• Televisions/DVD equipment
• Livestock
• Scholarships
• Salaries/wages for project workers
• Government activities
• Travel

Common Grant Providers G e r m a n

Embassy

One of the only grants that will
All grant applications are availpay for transportation of goods. They
able from Fredlyn.
like to fund buildings and physical
things and enjoy working with Peace
Australian Aid Direct
Corps volunteers
A i d P r o g r a m ( D A P ) Can request up to 25,000 Euro
Three Funding Rounds
Contact: Maike - Maike is fantastic
• Empowerment of Women and Girls
at responding to e-mails. She will usu• Water and Sanitation
ally respond within two hours.
• People Living with Disabilities
Note: This application round does not
get many submissions so if you have
a project that will benefit people with
disabilities there is a good chance that
it will get funded.
DAP will pay for the items you
request, but the community is responsible for the transportation of the materials. DAP is a good source for funding
if you are looking to fund workshops
and trainings .
Can request up to 1 million vatu
Contact: Helen Sese

New Zealand Aid Head
of Mission Fund (HOMF)
Three Funding Rounds
• April- Applications due by the last friday of March
• August- Application due by the last
Friday of September
• December- Application due by the
last Friday of November
Priority is given to projects that
have a significant contribution of
money, time, and effort from the community. The funding committee is
willing to work with communities and
negotiate if they think you have a good
project but that you are asking too
much. The community must pay for
transportation of the materials.
Can request up to 700,000 vatu
Contact: Joel Jonas 22933

French

Embassy

Project applications due by June
1st. If your school is Francophone or
if you are in a Francophone area consider applying to the French Embassy.
Can request up to 1 million vatu

Peace Corps Grants
PCPP
The PCPP is an approved way to ask
your friends and family help you fund
projects. Generally, projects are under
5,000 USD. If you have a project that
will cost more than that it is recommended you break your project up into
Part 1 and then Part 2. The PCPP is a
great option if your project is not eligible for any of the other donors. For
example if you want to start a school
faol project or want to pay for transportation of books from the US to Vanuatu
or if you want to start a scholarship
fund for students to go to secondary
school. The PCPP application is now
online and is one of the more tedious
applications.
Contact: Fredlyn Kalulu

SPA Grant
The SPA Grant is for projects that
deal with climate change and mitigating the effects of it on the island.
Examples of eligible projects are :
Water Tanks, VIP Toilets, Recycling
projects.
Contact: Fredlyn Kalulu

Other Providers
I n t e r n a t i o n a l
Women’s
Group
The IWG is a group of women
located in Port Vila that makes small
donations to women’s groups. The
group will pay for the items requested
and then the community is responsible
for picking up the materials and shipping them to the islands. Examples
of projects they have funded: Sewing
machines, GLO/BLD workshop materials, Cookings Utensils, Small gas stoves

Canada
Local

Fund
for
Initiatives

This is a fairly new grant for
Vanuatu that I don’t know much about,
but they fund a lot of different kinds
of projects. It is worth looking into.
They will fund up to $50,000 Candian
Dollars and have very few restrictions.

Final Advice
Always call or go see the contact
person before submitting your application. They should be able to give you
advice and tell if your project is the
kind of thing their organization funds.
If you think a project is a bad project
it is okay to say no. I didn’t say no to
a certain Dining Hall project and it
became the bane of my existence. If you
are planning on applying for a PCPP
or SPA grant definitely talk to Fredlyn
about it. She is a wealth of knowledge
and can in fact help you with any of
your grant applications.
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Google Searches
Photos by Mike Hawkins, Lindsay Templin & Random

Like duh.
Always amazing what the new catch phrase is.
Everyone woke up one day saying “laek jiken,”
Kranke wantaem.
Jif, what are you saying?
wIzardshark?
Kakae man?!
Emi kilkilim?!?!
Nuf nao.

My dearest Penama ship,
Am forever grateful for your service
Keep up the good work;
I mean, a makeover wouldn’t hurt.
Lamented that time you were being fixed in Santo
Alone and distant without you.

Look at me!
Are you counting?!
Piles of slightly solidified mush are
Leaping into my mouth!
Applause
Please!
THE VAN AM

Extendee, Malekula

f
n
z
poetry?

Common Australasian possum
Unrelated to the grain
Sipos I gat internet…
Cus! Got distracted
Unfortunately no cute land animals
Sharing our island habitats
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Maureen Golan

Pigeons have not yet invaded this town:
One small testament to how
Remote we are.
Travelators, too, have not yet made it…
Vanuatu’s capitol
Is run by NGOs.
Luckily there is
An amazing amount of kava.

Critically affecting
Livelihoods in Vanuatu
(Is it caused by
Marijuana?)
Adaptation to
Temperature increases through
Experimentation with climate resistant crops.
Coastal and land erosion double whammy from
Human development and farming practices.
Awo yumi mas mitigate!
Niu realiti blong yumi nao.
G-I-Zed can help with resources,
Environmental protection i tuff tumas!
Private Mail Bag 9097
I look forward to receiving anything.
Seriously.
Kardashian gossip?
Outdated newspaper articles?
Por favor pass the combos.

A Day in CH
My experience – good.
My acceptance of the heat – fair.
My impact on community health – TBD
A day in the life of a community
health volunteer in Vanuatu is never
the same as the day before and always
impresses you with the enormous possibilities for health promotion and
health education.
In October 2012 I was a new PCV
and I felt very prepared for the coming
challenges as I had just retired from
an active career as a nurse practitioner. I also had a number of overseas
and community health experiences in
developing countries.
I knew health, I had a Masters in
education, I had experience in trying
circumstances in community health
and I was SO ready!
Not even close to being ready…
but eighty eight weeks later I am more
realistic, more humble, more easily
placated with a minuscule modicum of
success and much more ready to accept
failure as a necessary wrinkle in the
fabric of growth.
My first assignment was in health
promotion in Penama Province – a
potentially great assignment, but one
that ended after twelve weeks due to
lack of site preparation and housing.
I left Lolowai, Ambae, Penama
Province, and was re-settled in Lamap,
Malekula, Malampa Province. My new
assignment was at the Lamap Health
Center. I became part of the five person health care team and continued
the hard work of learning the local language and becoming comfortable with
the local community.
Bislama is a part of the mosaic of
local language and French that is spoken – rapidly – at the site. Illiteracy is
high, so verbal and visual communication is an effective way to present a
message. Reading, writing, and math
remain rudimentary skills and health
promotion is most acceptable in informal and verbal give and take tok-toks.
Our center is clean by many stan-

dards. My days always start with the
‘brooming’ and ‘mopping’ needed to
remove the remnants of rat poop, piles
of termite shavings, trails of ant clusters, and the new hornet nests. After
a heavy rain we can count on an hour
or so of water removal as the louvered
windows and the wooden doors are
rusted/cracked and porous and do little
to keep a driving rain outside.
The French army came en masse
in 2011 and completed a refurbish and
tiling of the health center so it looks
good. But a lack of maintenance in the
years since 2011 has resulted in some
of the expected shabbiness that is inevitable when louvres break and are not
replaced and when roofs leak and are
not fixed.
We process 20-40 patients a day
and I do whatever is needed – usually triage, dispensing, dressings, and
health education. I’m fortunate to have
had a fifty year career in health care
and I love this type of work. Because I
do not have permission to do anything
clinical in Vanuatu, my role is always
supportive to the clinical staff – to me a
source of frustration, but a ‘job requirement’ that I was fully aware of before
becoming a volunteer.
My counterpart (willing and
friendly, but completely untrained in
health care) and I do community outreach by seeking permission from the
chiefs of the surrounding villages and
then scheduling community ‘tok toks’.
There are a number of small villages
around the health center and the ‘tok
toks’ are a popular way for the community members to spel while learning about healthy communities. I also
do short sessions on wellness and baby
health at the weekly Maternal Child
Health clinics.
Lamap is located near Port
Sandwich and Sandwich Bay is a popular destination for expats who are also

Mary Maher
CH, Malekula

‘yachties’. When there are doctors or
dentists in the area they sometimes
volunteer some time at the clinic and
provide clinical support for our nurse
practitioner staff. Our health center
nurse practitioners are also responsible for the supportive supervision
visits for two dispensaries and four
aide posts. Our population coverage
is over 3000 area residents. Babies are
born on the average of once or twice
a week and the nurse practitioners
rotate twenty four hour call to cover
this responsibility.
Barriers to sanitation and health
promotion include a lack of clean
water, the difficulty of travel, unpredictability of weather, and the lack of counterpart and health team incentives-and
of course language and literacy.
My counterpart and I are breaking down some of the barriers and
have had some success in creating
visuals using health promotion material, teaching new clinic management
processes in fee collection and medical record maintenance and storage,
retrieval, improving triage technology,
and promoting efficiencies in statistic
recordings and pharmacy storage.
I start most days at first light and
try to get in a short walk before work.
Most days end with a short splash in
the solwata with the local pikinini. It’s
always cool and somewhat refreshing,
but I’ve found that ‘refreshing’ is a
relative term. Wet and sticky with salt
water is only a little better than wet
and sticky with sweat water.
Like many volunteers I have no
electricity and rely on solar energy. I
miss internet,but enjoy keeping in contact with team talk texting. Days and
weeks go quickly – months take a little
longer but then we do live in a world of
‘Aelan Taem’.

H
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Site
Singles
Every site has it’s advantages and
disadvantages. My site’s disadvantage
(while sometimes a blessing) just happens to be that it is very public. Of
course every vol has problems with privacy, but my house is surrounded by a
school, a village, and a church and so
also surrounded by screaming children
7 days a week. And on a small island
(about 2 km in diameter) with 400
people, it’s difficult to find any privacy.
Thankfully, over the past year and half,
I’ve found solitude in music.
When I wake in the morning, I
make sure to turn on my music player
and shove my earbuds in place because
I know that the adorable little boy next
door, who may be cute as hell during
the day, is also a terrible little devil at
dawn. And this is the time when I so
desperately need silence. Because of
this, I have found my own kind of quiet
within noise. With my headphones in,
I can escape to a different place. While
compiling input from other volunteers
for this article, I found that this was
a common theme among many of us.
Many PCVs recommended songs that
reminded them of being back home in
the States. Sometimes we all just need
to forget where we are.
However, one problem that I have
encountered is that I quickly grow
tired of the music on my music player;
and when stuck on an island with
limited access to the internet, there
is little relief. The only music I have
access to is to string band or the inexplicable Shania Twain which I don’t
find too soothing. Luckily, I’m able to
look to my fellow volunteers for music
updates! Actually, Molly Geiser is basically my only source of pop culture
these days and it has been life saving.
So here is some music that your fellow
volunteers are listening to. Thanks to
those who gave their input!

H
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Music to Pump You Up
Mika
Upbeat
B e c a u s e
it’s
upbeat.
-Maureen Golan
Pompeii
Bastille
Alternative Rock

String Cheese
Incident
Bluegrass

One par ticular
verse resonates
with me: “how
am I gonna be an
optimist about
this?” which helps
remind me to
look at problems
or challenges
in a new light.
-Michelle Kenney

Go o d to tune
out outside
world and listen
to live tracks.
-A l i s o n Lev i n

J’ne Tiré
Maitre Gims
French
It makes me
mad in other
languages.
-Lynn Overmyer

On Top
of the World
Imagine Dragons
Alternative Rock
Because Molly
was
singing
it repeatedly
while at my site
and it got stuck
in my head.
-Jessica Geraci
American Authors
Alternative Rock
N i -V a n s l o o k
at me funny
when I play it.
-Timothy R. Ward

Band of Horses
Rock
Gives an “in the
O u t b a c k fe e l ”
which is good for
site adventures.
-Jasmine Bass

I Believe
String Band
It’s motivational.
SheenaSavdharia

Guilty Filthy Soul
AWOLNATION
Alternative Rock
Cuz it’s the jam!
-Sydney Bowman
E-Dubble
Hip Hop-esque
It

makes

feel
-T i m

me

b e t t e r.
Martin

Bob Marley &
Lucky Dube
Reggae
They

are

my

usual go -tos.
-Katelyn Connell

I Will Wait
Mumford & Sons
Alternative Rock
It’s the perfect
song for my morning run because
it has thoughtful
lyrics that help
ground me and
lead me into me
morning “taem
blong tingting.”
Also, the “woop”
at 3:18 is my
cue to sprint.
-Lynn Overmyer

Timber
Pit Bull ft. Ke$ha
Pop
Because I thought
Timber
was
about falling in
love when I first
heard it and not
about twerking.
-Sam
Hunt

Michelle
Kenney
EL, Epi

Music to Chill You Out

Music to Bring You Back

Arborea
Indie Folk

Any jazz, classical, and operas
on my iPod
- Mary Maher

The National
Indie Folk

Old Pine
Ben Howard
Alternative Rock
José Gonzales
Alternative Rock
These two artists
are perfect after
I’ve been infuriated by either
some misunderstanding or abuse
to a child or animal. “Old Pine”
also brings me
back to camping
trips in Colorado.
-Michelle Kenney

Simon & Garfunkel
I like soothing
oldies.
- Lynn Overmyer

The Innocence
Mission
Indie Folk
It’s calming
music
that
brings
me
back to myself.
-Anastasia Gates

Taro
Alt-J
Indie
Seduc tive and
intimate. These
are perfect vessels for nostalgia.
Great for watching the ocean.
-Hunter Sizemore

Lorde
Alternative Rock
Reminds me of
home leave and
makes me feel
cold when I think
about it.
-Maureen Golan

Any of the top 40s
downloads are
good for making
you feel American
again.
- Katelyn Connell

Drake
Rap
His new album
“ N o t h i n g Wa s
The Same” is awesome to listen
to in bed with
a decent pair of
headphones.
-Richard Gornall

Modest Mouse
Indie Rock
Brock (the main
vocalist) writes
lyrics that make
more sense the
crazier life gets.
Also great road
trip music in the

Sweet Angelyne
Roger Hoover and
the Whiskeyhounds
Blues Rock
This doesn’t necessarily remind
me of home, but
it does remind
m e o f Ca l v i n
who I miss more
than I miss
bagels. And he
lives in America.
- S a m Hu n t

States.
- M i c h a e l
H a w k i n s

Open
Rhye
Indie

I Want To Hold
Your Hand
Glee Version
Vocal Pop
I Wish I was the
Moon
Neko Case
Indie
Nice songs to listen to when you
want to relax a bit
and then maybe
cry a bit.
-S a m Hu n t

Florence & The
Machine
Indie Rock
Makes me think of
winter in the CO.
Also great to make
me feel empowered when I’m
frustrated with
the men here.
- Michelle Kenney

Paranoia in Bb
Minor
The Avett Brothers
Folk Rock
Because
I
Particularly
the
album
“Emotionalism”
Reminds me
of home but
the
themes
a re u n i v e r s a l .
-Michael Stafford

Hip Hop
Mos Def
Hip Hop
I love the sound
of his voice as I
walk through the
village. He’s such
a good story teller
and is a comfort from home.
-Dawna Horton

Want to listen to these playlists at site?
You can find them as MP3s in the folder
“Site Singles Playlists” on the Peace Corps
harddrive located in the resource room.
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Failure
Report
when your community wants it all
from you and you want it all for your
community it’s easy to forget that we’re
not super heroes—just simple humans.
Everyone’s got their stories and, hopefully, a healthy sense of humor too. Here
are some of our “oh shit” moments.

A Dream of a Horse, A
Horse of a Dream
The goal, simple—find a horse for
a community in South Pentecost.
Maureen knew that all good projects
start with a committee and her committee was stacked with cross-sector
representatives with connections and a
dream of a horse. However, sometimes
it takes a bit more than a committee.
The horse committee dissolved and the
horse of a dream of a horse in South
Pentecost was lost. I guess the nay-sayers we’re right.

The Cockroach Assassin
Within her first few weeks at site
it was clear that Elise Y. had a bigfala
roach problem. When the magic black
Mortein spray arrived by ship she was
thrilled and sprayed it everywhere,
essentially creating a hot box for a
little roach sesh. The next morning it
was clear that the roaches didn’t know
the strength of the strain of Mortein
because Elise now had a new roach
problem—there were dead roaches
covering her walls, tables, windows,
floor…everywhere. Naturally she was
too scared to get out of bed so she
missed the morning meeting at the
hospital and only got out from under
her net when a fellow hospital worker
coached her from through the window.

Alison
Levin
EL, Ambae

all he needed were some shelves for the
books. Unfortunately, his headmaster
had other plans. The headmaster never
locked the library so students started
stealing the books. He also didn’t see
the value in shelves…so he just embezzled the money instead. Luckily, Denis
has a library of his own in his house
on Tanna so he should be stocked with
reading materials until COS.

The Praisin’ Caucasian
Having never really gone to
church in the states Laura went to site
knowing she would learn a lot in her
SDA community. On her first Sabbath
she was prepared for a day full of song
and worship, but she was not prepared to participate. The woman leading the opening choruses asked her
for her “favorite hymn” so everyone
could sing it. Laura knew zero hymns
and definitely didn’t have a favorite
so she looked to the girl to her right
for some help. The girl said, “singout
3-1-8,” so Laura did without hesitation. She really should have looked
first because she quickly realized that
hymn 318 is titled “Whiter than Snow.”
The only whiteman for miles had just
prompted the congregation to sing out
asking Jesus to cleanse them so they
may become “whiter than snow.” Laura
quickly became “redder than blood”
with embarrassment.

Naughty Mister Richard

On Ambae the mommas called Rich
“Naughty Mister Richard” because he
was bold enough to walk with white
girls at night…he also got lost on the
Volcano and almost got kicked out
of Peace Corps. On Pentecost he was
boxing with one of his students. This
Checked Out
student put on gloves and gave Rich a
Denis spent six weeks organizing sweet stinging kiss on the face. Finally,
and cleaning his school’s library. Now on Santo, Rich got attacked by a guy
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Laura
Jernegan
EL, Malekula
who thought he was talking smack
about the guy’s family. Rich was actually just being friendly and, like most
Ni-Vans, simply asking who the guy
was. Hang in there Rich, COS is near.

A Little Show for Mama
One night on Paama Megan was
coming back from the smol haos and
met Mama in the kitchen. As Megan
went to help with dinner her Mama
informed her that her skirt was tucked
into the top of her panties. Casually,
Megan replied that she was just putting on a show. Next time, we would
appreciate crispy fries with your shake
Megan, and some real ketchup too.

Humidity Kills Technology,
So Do Volunteers
We all know how precious our
electronics are and just how fast humidity can take it’s toll. However, we forget the threat that we as humans also
pose. Jess learned this the hard way.
While running her first fundraiser she
managed to break two school projectors, the school’s solar system and the
new projector she had just bought with
her PCPP money. Turns out expensive
electronics and Jess don’t mix too well,
but when you’re in paradise sometimes
you just have to stop, look around and
realize just that it’s alright because our
lives are pretty sweet.

The Fall of the Dining Hall
When Michael H. applied for a
grant to build a permanent dining
hall at his school on Santo the community was thrilled. Unfortunately,
they had a few too many ants in their
pants. They couldn’t wait to get started
working…so they did…when Michael
left for South East Asia. When he came
back he found the old kastom dining

ni-Vanuatron
Michael Hawkins reveals why our
favo r i te Ho s t Co u n t r y Nat i o n a l s
might in fact be superhuman cyborgs.

hall had been torn down. They were
ready to build the new one! Only one
problem—the grant was still pending.
There was no money for materials, no
guarantee there would be and everyone was asking him where the money
was.

Barefoot Blues
Kelsey was really excited to teach
her Class 1 students the game “The
Mighty Wind Blows.” (For those who
don’t know, the game is kind of like
musical chairs only with shoes. One
student stands in the middle of a circle
of other students and sings out something like, “the mighty wind blows for
everyone who has a red shirt,” then all
the students with red shirts have to
run into the shoes of another student
with a red shirt. The one who is left
goes in the middle.) Unfortunately,
Kelsey forgot that all good lesson
plans include an assessment of materials and halfway through her explanation, Kelsey realized that not enough
students were wearing shoes…the
game would not work.

Rich Finally Prevails,
Molly Worked Hard Too
On Epi, Molly planned and paid
for everything to paint a world map
in her village. Molly realized she could
use some help so Rich joined her for
the project. Once the map was finished, Molly’s village was thrilled and
overwhelmingly grateful—for all the
work Rich had done. To pay thanks to
Rich, Molly’s community organized
a huge thank you ceremony complete with mats, kakae and kava—for
Rich. Molly, we all thank you for the
work you did apparently there’s just
something special about that y-chromosome that us chicks will never
understand.

H

Ever since coming to Vanuatu, I
have felt physically inadequate. It
started the second day when it took
me 15 minutes to open a coconut,
after watching Teri do it in seconds.
ni-Vanuatu have a strong relationship
with the natural world and a control of
their bodies that at times appears otherworldly. While I am used to people
being better than me at most things,
I have always been able to flex my
muscle at some sports. When dealing
with man Vanuatu it’s almost always
an ego smashing interaction because
they are just so much better than me
at everything they do. To cope with
my shortcomings I just ignore them
and assert my reasoning skills. Over
the past 20 months I have come to the
conclusion that ni-Vanuatu are robots,
or at least cyborgs.

Vision

Speed
Every Monday afternoon there is
an ultimate frisbee game in Luganville,
at Bryan and Kate’s school with all the
Santo expats. Every once in a while
I treat myself and play hooky from
school an extra day to stay and play. I’m
no Bryan Laufenberg with his Dhalsim
like arms, but I’m no slouch either. I
can play and it’s fun, and a great way
to get some exercise. The games are
a mix of people, ni-Vanuatu, American,
Aussies, Kiwis and some Brits every
now and again. It’s a fun time. Now
there is this ni-Van dude named Tony,
and Tony is REALLY good. Every one
of his throws he just booms, the disc
flies the length of the field.
If that doesn’t set him apart
enough, he is also unmatched in
speed. If the disc is in the air and
headed anywhere, he can probably
run and catch it. One time I thought I
might try to cover him. As the disc was
short tossed down the field Tony ran
backwards, getting into position for a
potential hail mary pass and I ran with
him attempting to cover him. As the
game moved closer to where we were
he picked up speed and was really tearin’ ass…backwards. I was running at
full speed trying to keep up with a man
running BACKWARDS. The disc was
dropped and my team was now on the
offensive. When we realized what was
happening we both just started laughing. Tony can outrun me going backwards. Evidence number two: Sonic
the Hedgehog like speed. I bet if you
built a loop and put little golden rings
around it, Tony could loop the loop,
collecting all the rings.

In Luganville one night I had a
shell of kava and followed a long dark
street up to the fake Au Bon Marché
of Santo. I got a few things and
headed back to the nakamal. Almost
there I hear “Miiiiike!”. About 300
meters behind me were several dark
figures and I thought, well I’ll just
go back and see who it is. As I got
closer I recognized the group as several friends I keep during my sporadic
trips in to town. I asked Moli, “How
did you know it was me, it’s so dark
out?”. He replied, “I know how you
walk.” “He knows how I walk…” were
my thoughts. I inquired to know how
many people’s walks he was familiar
with, and was told; “I know how everyone I know walks, everyone walks different”. So I submit my first piece of
evidence. Enhanced vision (to see at Sleep Patterns
night and long distances), and an in I need regular sleep. I think that
depth walking style classification data- most humans join me in this need to
base system.
relax and allow my body to repair and
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Michael
Hawkins

“I have come to the conclusion that niVanuatu are robots, or at least cyborgs.”
take care of itself. The last time I didn’t
sleep for two days I was a walking zombie and thought it would be a good
idea to attempt sleep in a crowded disgusting airport terminal in Malaysia.
Anyone who has flown AirAsia knows
where I’m talking about. I still couldn’t
sleep, I blame it on nervousness of having to fly in those French airplanes that
AirAsia crams people into.
But I digress, ni-Vanuatu appear to
be able to recharge as easily as plugging themselves in. It is most notable
in the children. Trucks whisk me back
and forth from Luganville to my school
in South Santo every couple of weeks.
Kids of all ages are always present on
the rides. As their excitement of moving more than 3 MPH wanes you can
see them getting ready to snooze.
One leg crammed next to a carton of
creme biscuits, the other in a tawi’s lap.
One hand on the chest and the other
wrapped impossibly around the back,
head bouncing from carton to lap as
the truck flies over bumps and smashes
into pot holes. A chain reaction happens and kids lie down around all over
each other, making pillows out of legs
and backs, sleeping peacefully. I am
barely able to keep my butt on the rail
of the truck because the driver is going
80 kph, smoking, laughing, all while
searching through never ending crescendo after crescendo of introductions
to stringband songs until that right one
is found. On the opposite spectrum of
energy, there is a backup power source
that can be activated.
The ability to “go the extra mile” is
one that I have too, it can be activated
when needed. It’s like an emergency
battery though, yes it’s there but it
won’t last long. Here in Vanuatu there
are several times of year, one coming
up, that the ability to tap into the never
ending power reserve can be observed.
Some examples are: Independence,
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Bonani, weddings, New Years and the
any time of the year celebration where
you danis kasem dae laet. At these
times people are able to celebrate with
foods, kava, alcohol, dancing and general revelry literally until the sun comes
up. All of those things zap me of my
energy and I need to sleep. I’ve tried
to make it all night a couple times, but
after the first, second and third winds
I’m ready to throw in the towel. My
ni-Vanuatu friends, laughing at me and
questioning my manhood, channel the
energy of a rocket taking off as I slink
off to sleep.
Evidence Number three: the ability to recharge at any given time, and
a backup power supply with a long life

On and off switch
Following the robotic style sleeping patterns, I’d like to take a moment
to talk about light sensitivity and man
Vanuatu. My MacBook, much to my
annoyance, will change it’s screen
light output depending on lighting
conditions. It has a light sensor. I am
convinced that ni-Vanuatu have one of
these somewhere, maybe even two of
them! It’s no secret that things take
a l-o-n-g time to happen in Vanuatu.
Island time is real and it takes getting
used to noncommittal plans and programs that have a start time of 9am
and then start promptly at 11:45am.
In my time here I have observed
man Vanuatu is quick about starting
some things. One major one is waking
up in the morning. The moment there
is light on the horizon, everyone is up.
Moving, shaking, husking, peeling and
someone has to be getting water ready
for hot tea.
Over Easter weekend I spent a
night on the beach, with a ton of other
people. We had a program at night
where we burned a cross, danced and

EL, Santo
had kava from a nearby bar. All the
yungfala and some families slept in
tents and under the stars on the beach.
We were up until past midnight, men
talking near the fire, kids playing and
building wooden towers. I crawled into
my tent and closed my eyes, for what
felt like only a second. I was woken
to a huge blaze about 10 feet form
my tent. The boys were burning their
wooden towers, sitting watching them,
talking and laughing. There was barely
a sliver of light on the horizon. If I had
woken up on my own accord, I would
have used a torch to go pee. Everyone
started popping out of their tents, the
young men began butchering the pig,
and the kids were playing football on
the beach as the first rays of golden
sunlight spilled onto the sand. I had no
sleep, a crick in my neck and had gritty
sand sticking to me. Everyone was up,
working and happy, I was miserable,
but I am not a morning person.
Evidence number four: Ability to
detect changes and sensitivity to light
while asleep. Along with the ability
to go from sleep mode to awake and
active in mere moments.

Feet of steel
Do you ever walk around like Billy
Badass with no shoes, feeling invincible? With a chip on your shoulder
thinking “all those that wear shoes are
stupid”? I do, and as soon as I feel that
surge of awesome I step on one of those
little bastard rocks that punctures the
nerves on the heel of the middle of the
foot and makes me put my ‘flops right
back on. Well, I’m sure you know that
man Vanuatu can do this, walk around
with no shoes. Over time you can train
your feet to take a beating and you
might try to argue that man Vanuatu
walking around with no shoes build up
calluses that protect them. I thought

that too until I
touched a pikinini’s feet after I
saw him gleefully running
on razor sharp coral.
They were as calloused as his father’s
feet.
So if there is not
enough time for these
callouses to develop to protect the feet of the babes
it must be another cybernetic addition. Using a
compound microscope
I made out of a pair of
glasses, a magnifying glass
a Tusker bottle, a pencil, twine and an
empty toilet paper roll I was able todetermine that it must be nanobots, small
microscopic programmable robots.
These nanobots must work around the
clock from birth until the moment a
child is old enough to walk that give
protection from sharp pointy ouchie
rocks and continue to grow, eventually enveloping the foot in a protective
layer that remains for life. Similar to
Flint Lockwood’s aerosol shoes, but
with no spray can. Evidence number
five: Nanobots used to modify body.
Our five pieces of evidence:
Enhanced vision, super speed, recharging and backup power, light sensitivity
and quick start up time, and nanobots. All of these things while not
recognized in every man, woman and
child in Vanuatu do add up to give the
impression of group of people who
are super humans, and since super
humans don’t exist outside of the
comic realm there is only two other
options. Robots, which is unlikely and
dismissing of their humanity. Or they
are cyborgs, humans with robotic and
other upgrades.

Disclaimer, for those who don’t
appreciate my humor: I am aware I
have created an “us vs. them” standpoint in this piece. I am in no way
shape or form saying that “we” or “they”
are really that different. I created that
stance on accident for humor’s sake. I
do not actually believe ni-Vanuatu are
super humans. I highlight the amazing talent of great people, in a comedic
way. I have the utmost respect for the
amazing people of Vanuatu and their
culture I was dropped into in 2012.
A society that opens it’s arms, hearts
and food safes for new people. I have
learned so much about family, culture,
traditions and a way of life I never

thought I’d get to experience. Save for
joining a weird hippie commune.
I am in constant awe of ni-Vanuatu’s command over their natural environment and the control they have on
their bodies. I feel more connected
to my families here, the ones who
adopted a white guy from half a world
away, than I do to most of my real family. If I get rich I’ll fly the whole village
up to Alaska to go skiing one January,
so maybe for once, I can be better than
Man Vanuatu at something. That feeling will only last for 6 hours…then
someone will do a backflip off a 20ft
drop with a perfect landing.

H
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Mama
Yo ga
Efate CH vols teach
health & happiness
I guess you could say I’ve had
minor back pain since college. After
coming to Vanuatu and continually
sitting on mats, weeding, ras rasing,
and looking down lo rod blo mi lo bus,
the level of severity in my back pain
quickly intensified.
The PCMO’s helped me in receiving physical therapy, but as I was
receiving treatment, I couldn’t help but
think how awful bak blo manples must
feel after a lifetime of being hunched
over. The most effective action I could
think of to relive the pain for myself as
well as the women in my village was
yoga, and so I began to develop a not
so risqué routine for my mamas earlier
this year.
The thought of being a yoga
teacher even to my mamas who probably never even heard of the practice
seemed a little intimidating to me, and
so, I invited Divya (woman blo yoga
stret) to do an intro lesson with the
mamas.
I was amazed at the perfect tree
poses and shoulder stands I saw, and
at the end, though giggling a little, the
mamas raved about how ol string mo
mit blo olgeta I harem gud we.
The following Sunday I gave my
own yoga lesson. Sheena (who planned
to help give an NCD screening in my
village the next day) and I sangaot to
the mamas and we went down to the
nakamal together. I rang the bell to
start and waited about 30 minutes. No
one came. Sheena and I did the relaxation yoga routine mitufala tu nomo.
The next day, we did the NCD
screening as planned and found that
an outrageous majority of the village
either had or were close to having high
blood pressure, diabetes or both.
After lunch Sheena left and I went
back to my house, sat in my hammock
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Divya Cassity
CH, Maewo
> Efate

Katelyn Connell
CH, Pentecost
> Efate

Sheena Savdharia
CH, Maewo
> Efate

Elizabeth Wolfe
CH, Maewo
> Efate

and started reading a book. About 30
minutes later my counterpart showed
up at my door and told me that the
mamas were frightened by the results
of their NCD screenings and wanted
me to makem exercise, aka yoga, with
them that afternoon, and help them
come up with a nutrition plan.
All this time, I was connecting yoga
with back pain, but what the mamas
needed to hear was all the other ways
that yoga could help them physically

Katelyn eats a helti meal.
and prevent disease. Of course I agreed
ecstatically and about 10 mamas
showed up along with a handful of
yungfala girls.
I’ve been doing the routine with
the mamas about once a week since
then and the sessions usually begin
with the participants saying things
like “wem ol nara mama?” and end
with “awooo, mi harem gud we” and
“ ol nara mama oli no wantem harem
gud… hemi blo olgeta, lego nomo.”
My counterpart and I also found an
awesome helti kukbuk in bislama using
mainly ol lokal kakae, and an accompanying video. We shared the video with
the mama’s group in a Food Network
fashion one morning and then made a
healthy, delicious “swit mo soa jiken”
for lunch, and each mama left that day
with her own copy of the helti kuk buk.
The mamas really loved how the

kuk buk calls for little oil and salt, but
still managed to provide delicious
recipes, and also shows them ways
to use the food from their gardens in
ways that they never thought of. They
found the recipes so exceptional that
in the future the mama’s group hopes
to make some recipes from the kuk
buk and use them to fundraise toward
building a haos blo ol Mama.
Since then, my counterpart has
also received training and the equipment needed to check for NCDs so
that we can do informal screenings at
the Aid Post rather than depending on
a nurse to come. We keep a file checking the monthly progress of those who
are interested in taking the test. I can’t
say that everyone in the village comes
by to check their blood pressure every
month, but at least the thought is in
their minds.
In the end, what I thought was
just my pain in the neck, turned out
to be an awareness of high blood pressure and diabetes for my community
as well as myself. Next time you have
a personal struggle you are handling
yourself, physically or emotionally, I
encourage you to share it with your
community and see how they respond.
You never know how far your village
may take it!

- Katelyn Connell
The kukbuk can be found on sharepoint and the matching DVD at SHEFA
Health Office. If you are interested in
doing yoga with your community I recommend having yoga cards sent to you,
or use the yoga videos at the office to
take screen shots of postures you think
your target audience would feel comfortable doing in a group setting, and print
them out to make your own lokal yoga
cards. Talk to your nearest nurse about
how long it’s been since your community
had an NCD screening and arrange one.

Namast-umas! by Elizabeth Wolfe
In May, I asked our local
yo ga instructor, Divya,
to help start an exercise
program in my village. I
worked it into the Mama’s
Group schedule that meets
every Monday morning.
Amazingly, we had about 25
mamas and aome pikinini
show up. They were all outfitted in their mama’s dresses,
but ready for a work out.

Some days it’s just me
and another mama, but I
hope that this gets them
thinking about their health
and how to improve it. I’ve
even offered an incentive. I
write down every mama’s
name when she comes to
work out. At the end of the
month I’ll draw a name and
give her a prize. I’m hoping
this will draw in a few extras!

Divya, Sheena, Katelyn and Elizabeth have started several yoga and healthy eating
projects around Efate recently. (From top left) 1) Mamas stand in tree pose at one of
Elizabeth’s trainings 2) Divya instructs another group of mamas on eagle pose 3) Serving
dishes from the helti kukbuk. 4) Cooking helti kakae. 5) A group holds butterfly pose.
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Questioning
Kava
Considering kava’s pros
and cons from the “third
gender” p ersp ective.

I am pro-kava. Yeah, the taste is
terrible, only blind people suffering
from anosmia and ageusia would ever
disagree with that statement, but the
effects, for a lack of a better word, are
naes: physically and socially. Kava bars
and nakamals are generally safe, mellow places that people can go to in
order to simply hang out, relax, unwind
and watch a sunset or an old man play
snake xenxia on his mobile. Of course,
the matter is complicated if you are a
woman…but maybe not a “third gender” woman.
By the third gender, I am referring
to the fact that we as volunteers come
from a different social interpretation of
gender and often ni-Vanuatu know that
our cultures are different so they do
not know how to treat us. For example,
in my village in Pentecost, I could walk
around by myself just like a yangfala
boy, something that yangfala girls did
not do. Or, different papas and uncles
would invite me to drink kava with
them in the nakamal when obviously
they would never do that with one of
their biological daughters or nieces,
leaving women to drink out of plastics
in their homes. However, the interpretation of the third gender varies village
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to village and in some areas the ven
diagram leans more towards ni-Van
social constructs rather than western
social constructs where gender based
guidelines are more fluid.
So as the infamous “third gender” western woman, the ever-pressing question of whether or not we
as female non-ni-Vanuatu volunteers
should drink kava is hard to answer
since the usual strict gender roles do
not necessarily apply to us. Personally,
I tend to take a stronghed “yeah, I do
what I want” stance and regularly promote drinking kava with my female
coworkers, friends, mamas, sisters,
really any passing female because it’s
an easy way to storion with someone
and feel connected, instantly becoming
“besfrens.”
Drinking kava provides a good
atmosphere to converse and get to
know people, as there is literally nothing else to do when you are sitting on
a bench with someone with no other
form of entertainment (snake xensia
aside).
Inviting people to drink kava is
also convenient because it does not put
anyone in an awkward situation of feeling responsible to feed you or to open

Maureen
Golan
Extendee,
Malekula

up their home to you. You can get to
know someone without intruding into
their space or expecting anything from
them in return, like food for example
when showing up at someone’s house.
And as a third gender, the open
invitation to drink publicly with male
coworkers or acquaintances as well
as female holds true as kava bars or
nakamals are public so it is not risky.
Once again, this opens up the door to
talk to males without intruding in their
home or following them to the garden.
There is also a fairly specific time set
aside everyday to drink kava so no solid
plans need to be made and rendezvous
can more or less spontaneously materialize. And of course the cherry on top:
kava bars and nakamals are more or
less located everywhere enabling spur
of the moment shells when running
across someone you’ve been meaning
to talk to just feet away from a kava
source. And before you know it, you
will have so many secondary projects,
not to mention a lot of besfrens.
After living with my host family for
a couple of months and not having my
own space, I came to really appreciate
kava bars as a neutral zone where one
can hang out and invite people to do

so, without awkwardly bringing them
to a family compound where no one
truly has their own space. In the evenings after a long day at work or a long
day doing chores or garden work with
one’s family, it is nice to have a place to
go and escape from home life, the crazy
mamas and rowdy children.
Besides doing first goal work at
kava bars and nakamals, the other two
Peace Corps goals are also fulfilled.
Under those two goals of cross-cultural
learning, feminism and influencing
gender roles could come into play. It
could be that promoting kava drinking among females helps with women
empowerment and shows that women
can do anything, even drink dirty mud
water. And that is the real reason I
am so stronghed about drinking kava.
I feel like it shows ni-Van men that
women deserve to storian, spell and
can relax with kava when they want,
and that perhaps men could take a turn
watching the kids, washing or cooking
occasionally.
Recently, however, I have become
more hesitant in declaring to the world
how much I like kava and how many
shells this “jampion blo kava” can drink.
There is a new AusAid volunteer, Kanga,
who recently moved near me and she
makes a point of not drinking kava
because she works with the provincial
women’s council and does not want to
do anything culturally inappropriate
to offend them. Ironically, some of the

women who I drink with the most and
who are notorious kava drinkers are
the ones on the women council. BUT
Kanga’s direct counterpart is 100% anti
kava and as she says her job is to work
with all the province’s women so she
does not want to estrange anyone.
This is an interesting perspective
that I had not thought about before.
Kanga has made me think of the kava
gender construct from a different
angle: one of empowering women by
going through the system as opposed
to butting heads with it. Hers is the
game plan of joining the broken gender construct instead of using our
third gender power to automatically
get all the benefits that the guys get.
Who knows which road is better to
follow, but now if someone asks me if
I drink kava, I don’t say “like duh,” and
then brag on what a champion kava
drinker I am...but say “wanwan taem
nomo.” Not necessarily because I don’t
want to take advantage of my third
gender status, but also because moderation is key. For this country to survive
and to have a stable society, if women
joined the ranks of men in current kava
consumption, everyone would always
be too kava drunk or hungover to do
anything, so moderation for both is key
and it would be hypocritical for me to
always be drinking, but then saying
that men drink too much.
Bigfala kwestin mark i stap yet; discuss with me further over a shell?

H

Van Am Editor Jessica Geraci drinks kava from a Tusker bottle.

Olfala
James
&

the natural selection
for homosexuality
Anthony
Schultze
CH, Pentecost
I was helping my counterpart get
an accurate population count by asking my mother to name all the people
in my village. It turns out there are 26.
Olfala James was the only one without
an immediate family and my mom
explained he was never interested in
marriage, he spent his life helping take
care of his brother Matthew’s kids. At
about 7:30 that night after everyone
else in the village was asleep, that offhand comment really got the gears
turning.
I’m going to start at the very
beginning to make sure I don’t miss
anything. A long time ago a bored
German monk named Gregor Mendel
discovered that when he bred green
peas with yellow peas all the hybrids
were green. When he bred the hybrid
green peas with other hybrid green
peas about a quarter of the third generation were yellow again, despite having two green parents. This led to the
theory of inherited recessive traits and
genetics and is the first specific scientific example of artificial selection.
Charles Darwin rolled up later
and proposed that life was the same
except living long enough to reproduce
replaced the bored German monk.
Traits that helped something survive or
reproduce would overwhelm traits that
did not help or harmed. He called this
Natural Selection and is often referred
to as the survival of the fittest. To tie it
back to the peas, if the green pea plants
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have more peas per pod, there would
eventually be a strong majority of
green peas assuming Gregor stopped
his meddling.
It gets more complex, however.
The recessive traits (yellow) still generally tend to be present. What if peas
grow more pods when they are in the
shade? What if yellow peas grow a little taller than green ones? Green peas
would still have the advantage over yellow of more pods, but green peas next
to yellow ones giving shade would be
even more successful at reproducing.
That means green peas with yellow
siblings are the most fit, so a green
pea hybrid with recessive yellow pea
traits has the advantage of more pods
and high likelihood of yellow siblings
nearby to give shade.
There is an example related to
this in humans. Sickle Cell Anemia, a
genetic disease, is common in strongly
malarial areas despite leading to a
much lower life expectancy. This is
due to the fact that being heterozygous
(being the hybrid with the dominant
normal cell and the recessive sickle
cell traits) gives immunity to malaria.
People with Sickle Cell Anemia are
unfertile yellow peas, but their immune
siblings are green peas with recessive
trait shade.
What if yellow peas are unable
to produce offspring at all? We would
expect less yellow peas, but the shade
would probably be enough to keep the
recessive trait in the population. What
if green peas needed a lot of shade to
produce pods? We would expect that
recessive trait to show up more, due to
the increased value of shade on reproduction. If that shade is important
enough, we could see a strong majority of sterile yellow peas all shading a
very fertile green pea, even though the
yellow peas are sterile. The green pea
with many many yellow siblings has
the biggest advantage.
We see a version of this in ants.
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One queen (sister fertile green pea) is
only able to reproduce well with the
work (shade) of a huge number of done
sisters and daughters (infertile yellow
peas). The drones cannot reproduce,
but they very much outnumber the
queen. This seems a very fit form of
life because not only to ants outnumber humans, they outweigh us (oh how
I wish I could look up sources to cite).
Let’s bring this all back to
Olfala James. Not to be insulting, but
he is essentially a drone ant, or a yellow
pea. He does not have offspring, but by
working in the family garden, building
family homes and bundling the kids
off to school he greatly enhances the
fitness of his brother Matthew’s children. Using a bit of inductive reasoning, Matthew’s fitness is enhanced if he
has a childless sibling -- James. So, like
Sickle Cell Anemia, Matthew could be
recessive for something that leads to
childlessness.
Humans however are not ants.
Queen ants can lay thousands of eggs
and leave them entirely to the drones
to raise. Human babies automatically
require about nine months, and would
have a very low survival rate if they
only had a year of dedicated care. We
probably would do so well if we left our
social assistances at ten years. We can
expect humans to have lower rates of
childlessness than ants.
Now for the controversial and
unsubstantiated arguments. The risk of
sterility is too great due to the lowered
birth rate, so any trait that removed the
ability to reproduce would be rare. Not
liking kids means the individual won’t
be doing much to help raise nieces and
nephews, so it doesn’t change the fitness of siblings too much. Preference
for solitude is hit and miss for two reasons: it can occur in those that would
otherwise have kids, lowering the birth
rate, and leads to less helping with the
community and relatives. It seems the
best or least complex answer is every-

one is fertile and social, but sometimes
the relationship preference is one
that does not result in offspring e.g.
homosexuality.
I’d like to take a bit to discuss some of the problems I have with
this meandering train of thought.
Scientifically, it only works for social
animals that care for offspring. It would
not count for sea turtles that leave eggs
on the beach and leave. Anyone know
if there is observed homosexual behavior in sea turtles? On the less cold end
of things, this seems to be only based
behavior and completely ignores the
complexity and depth and wonder of
emotions and pleasure and happiness.
In the sciences it is impossible
to prove anything. We make theories
to fit data and when new data is discovered it agrees with the theory or it
doesn’t. If the new data doesn’t fit, the
theory is changed or discarded. This
big ol’ article is pretty much just how
Olfala James got me thinking of a possible explanation of how homosexuality does not contradict or conflict with
natural selection.
It is also a bit of a personal ad.
I get the occasional philosophical conversation on the top of my hill, but the
language and education barriers leave
me a little unsatisfied. If anyone wants
to argue my points or hear about epigenetics or my argument on why
China is artificial selection, give me a
ring! If you’d like to help with my next
crackpot theory, “How winter affected
the protestant work ethic” my phone
is always on! When you’ve finished
reading your books and your beard
has been combed (maybe that’s just
me) I’ve got the TVL and the Digicel! If
you are gearing back up for the GRE, I
mostly remember English!
Keep your bug spray on and
your bush knife sharp, and (thank you
Megan for the phrase) let’s not let our
brains turn to mush!

H

How Bush
Are You?

Sheena Savdharia
CH, Maewo > Efate

Molly Geiser
EL, Epi

Lynn Overmyer
IT, Epi

When it comes to your Peace
Corps service, do you spend your
days tramping through the bush
or waiting for the bus? Take
this quiz and turn the page to
find out just how bush you are.

1

You spent hours preparing a delicious pasta dinner and as you
take the pan off the heat, the cheap
Chinese handle breaks, spilling the
pasta all over your floor, you:
A. Clean it up and eat breakfast crackers nomo
B. Scoop it off the floor and eat it - the
dirt gives it extra flavor anyway
C. Pasta? You’ve only been eating laplap
for the past three months

2

The rats have taken over your
house, you:
A. Spend all night freaking out, buy
traps the next morning to try to get rid
of them

5

C. Harry, Stefan, and Blacky don’t even
wake you anymore

Your counterpart schedules an
important meeting for 1:00 on
Saturday, you:
A. Show up at 12:30 so you have some
time to prepare

B. I heard about that, what is it again?
C. I don’t think they say anything, do
they?

6

B. Turn on the stove
C. Start the fire, peel some taro

C. Get there at 2:30 - right on time!

4

It’s time for dinner, you:
A. “I think there’s a pizza special at the
Brewery tonight”

B. Show up at 1:00 and wait around
until he shows up at 2:00

You’re going to the garden, you
take:

8

7

Time for a swim, you:

A. Your wallet, Au Bon is your garden

A. Hop in the shower and turn on the
faucet-duh!

B. A backpack, water, and mosquito
repellant

B. Go to the water tank or well and fill
up a bucket or two

C. Bushknife, no shoes

C. Wait for rain

When a ni-Van asks if you know
local language, you respond:
A. Mi only speakem Bislama tumas

A.Ring-ding-ding-dingdingeringeding! Wa-pa-pa-pa-papa-pow! Hatee-hatee-hatee-ho!
Joff-tchoff-tchoff-tchoffo-tchoffo-tchoff!

B. Try to scare them with a bushknife,
put in earplugs and fall asleep

3

What Does The Fox Say?

B. Smol nomo
C. Nga

9

You’re trying to get into town this
week, you:
A. Hop on a bus or small boat, you’ll be
there in an hour
B. Schedule the next flight or ship out,
sometime next week
C.Hike to the other side of the island,
get a boat, and then a truck, and then a
plane, and then another plane, and then
a long shower

10

How long did it take for you to
receive this issue of the VanAm?

A. 1-5 days
B. 2-3 months
C. I’m in for COS, I got all the VanAms
at once!
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Your Bush
Level is...
Mostly

A

Mostly

b

Mostly

c
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Count up your answers from the quiz
on the previous page to find out just
how bush (or not) you really are.

Waetman Stael
Yu luk save from freshly shaven, an actual
outfit (Natalie you always look great!), and the
latest tunes on your iPhone. You live a flas liferarely walk anywhere or eat island kakai. Other
volunteers rely on you for your knowledge of current events and a flushing toilet. You’re good at
using your extra resources in your work so don’t
feel guilty for the luxury of town because as Peter
Parker’s uncle says “with great power, comes
great responsibility.”

Rich instructs Jerry Willie on Halo.

Aelan Laef Nomo
Yu luk save from messy bun and/or
unshaven. Work attire is clean, but often not
matching, and you play the most popular aelan
remixes on your Nokia. You can roll your own
simboro, but still wish it was a burrito with a
side of chips. You’re able to keep in touch, but
are a little slow on learning the current news and
trends. Luckily, when island life gets you down,
you’re able to get into town… eventually.

Sara & her mama on Malekula.

Manbush Wantaem
Yu luk save from your hair remains
unwashed since Cyclone Lucy, formal attire is
usually a nambas and/or grass skirt, your SAT
phone doesn’t have a SIM card. People in your
village only refer to you by your kastom name
and usually only speak to you in local language.
Anytime you have to be away from site, you crave
your mama’s banana simboro. Other volunteers
envy your crazy wokabout stories and bush knife
skills, but they don’t envy your smell.

Peter cooks on a three tin fire.

Krosswerd,
Bakagaen

Down
1. Months since a ship has come to Aneityum

Molly
Geiser
EL, Epi

Across
7. What is the name of the nakamal at Rensarie College?

2. Name of the new medical officer

8. Word for “cheers” when drinking kava in northern
provinces

3. How much vatu is a kilo of rice on Aneityum?

9. Ken has three moles on his right _____

4. I have one Happy Birthday

11. How many nakamals are in Jessica’s village?

5. Tim Martin trains locals in using what?

12. What kind of bag does Rich use as a punching bag?

6. 5583382 is which staff’s new number?

13. Friday night hangout in Luganville

10. Name of the river in Malafau village

14. According to billboards, what do Punjas Breakfast
Crackers provide?

13. Corey’s second middle name
15. Vila activity that makes you feel like a hamster

16. “Ples for the fight”
17. Vanuatu Water is “The real taste of ____”
18. Island with the most dugong sightings
19. Corey’s first middle name
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Horoscopes

Island
Signs

with illustrations
by Lynn Overmyer

Richard
Gornall

Molly
Geiser

Extendee,

EL, Epi

Santo

Capricorn
(Dec. 22 - Jan. 19)

Aries

You may start to feel a little
discouraged about your current
projects. Try thinking of smaller
projects to work on in your community. Think about things that
interest you and that you will get
instant gratification from. Still
feeling a little off? Try incorporating something new into your routine, whether you try one of this
issues’s recipes or Rich’s workout.
It’s a good way to pass the time
and expand your horizons!

(March 21- April 20)

Aquarius
(Jan. 20 - Feb. 18)
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Taurus

Aquarius’ are known for
their headstrong determination
and terribly thought out ideas.
If you’re planning on going for a
walk, make sure to let someone
know, even in passing. Keep working on new ideas and things to do
at site – there will be at least one
person who enjoys them (even if
it’s just you). The Aquarius’ overwhelming sense of invincibility
is both their strongest attribute
and the cause of their ultimate
downfall.

(April 21 - May 21)

Pisces

(May 22 - June 20)

(Feb. 19 - March 20)

Inevitably, at some point the
ego of a Gemini just gets too
big and floats away, keep a Libra
close to stay grounded. If you
ever plan to be walking around–
always keep any electronics,
flash drives, IPHONEs etc.. in a
dry bag or even just a plastic to
prepare for sudden rains or rivers that come out of nowhere.
Geminis are obsessed with neatness, which makes them the least
likely of the signs to leave bodies
behind.

Plan trips to meet up with
island mates, it’s always great to
stay in contact and to update each
other on the latest inter island
gossip – including but not limited
to: “John went to Vila” “Edwina is
pregnant” and “Archibald had 8
shells last night”). Often paranoid
and possessed of a keen imagination brought on by Mefloquine,
Pisces are often too sidetracked
by imagined assaults to look out
for the true threat – giardia.
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Aries are very allergic to
cats and, coincidentally, their
houses are always full of rats. You
may want to consider the exotic
and lovely “hairless sphinx”, only
100,000vu + shipping or if that’s
not in the budget – a rat spear
(bush knife tied to a sturdy pole/
stick). Remember it’s OK to say
you don’t want to drink kava
because “bel I soa” (even if it’s
not)– you may even get a massage and a nice kakae.

You’ll start to get that
island fever by the end of July.
Start planning a trip to another
island or even an international
trip! Make sure you report your
whereabouts to not only Peace
Corps staff, but your village as
well. Otherwise people in your
community will get carried away
with making up stories about
your mysterious disappearance.

Gemini

Cancer

Libra

(June 21 - July 22)

(Sept. 23- Oct. 22)

You will be invited to a big
event in your village soon. While
the promise of food and strong
kava is in your future, make sure
to eat before or bring a snack
(but keep them secret so everyone else doesn’t eat them before
you do!), because there is sure
to be a long afternoon of church
and speeches in language.

The Libra’s obsession with
luxury and opulence makes their
kastom hut extra comfy. Try to
start a garden – get seeds in Vila
and bring them back to your family and ask if they can help, they
would absolutely love to. It can
be peaceful to work in everyday
and very rewarding when something starts to sprout – share
with some locals and you’re guaranteed to get some kind kakae in
the future.

Leo
(July 23- Aug. 22)
Flamboyant rallies and picketing are the forte of the Leo,
who thrive in the spotlight of
saving the world. Everything will
go beautifully this month. You’ll
get everything done, just right, in
record time, even if it is a month
late. Always put on a little sun
screen to protect the neck from
those harmful South Pacific UV
rays and remember to keep very
well hydrated (2 liters a day!).

Virgo
(Aug. 23- Sept. 22)
You’ll be trying to get somewhere away from site later this
month. Instead of waiting for the
truck that promised to pick you
up, but probably will never show
up, walk! You’ll be able to enjoy
the cooler weather and walk off
that extra piece of laplap. Just
make sure to not follow any semi
marked bush “roads” by yourself.

Scorpio
(Oct. 23- Nov. 21)
You’ll start to notice a weird
skin rash by the middle of August.
Don’t ignore it. It’s bound to
spread and get itchy. While you
may be tempted to give kastom
medicine a go, politely tell your
abu that kastom leaf doesn’t
work for you. Eventually a cream
or medicine from the medical kit
will make it go away and you’ll be
feeling/looking as good as new
by the end of the month!

Saggittarius
(Nov. 22- Dec. 21)
Feeling itchy? You may have
been letting too many kids play
with your hair. Have a mama or
sister check your head for lice.
But look out, they may get carried away and spend the whole
time turning your hair into painful braids instead.
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Fun Time, Wantaem
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Molly Geiser
EL, Epi

Different Worlds by Nikki Areté

Wanem Hemia?

Smol boi i lus!
Kiri has forgotten the way back
to his house. Can you help him
get back in time for dinner?

Connect the dots to reveal the object. Invite
your host siblings to join in to practice their
numbers.

Look & Find

Find these objects in the village scene on the opposing page. When you’re finished, color in the picture!
• 15 1/2 coconuts

• 14 chickens

• 8 spiders

• 3 pigs

• 2 bush knives

• 11 slippers

• 1 bucket
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Island
Mates

Lonely and perhaps a bit lustful on the island? High on
libido and low on “frends”?
Wondering when someone is
going to “rock you, mama, like
a wagon wheel”?

Then you are in luck! We asked
our single volunteers to share
what they are looking for in a
mate. So come on friends take
off your island goggles and get
ready to mingle!

Single hetero Efate Male PCV
Ken Kapoor seeks double-jointed
Female with a butt he can lay his
head on for frisky flirty filthy freaky
fun. Likes Pina Coladas, getting
caught in the rain, feel of the ocean,
the taste of champagne, making
love at midnight. Having her own
home-brew is a huge plus, as is having an open-minded host sister or
female counterpart. Please bring
riding crop. No weirdos. –Ken K.

Do you like to dance all night,
drink kava all day, and swim
until your ears bleed? If so give
Brittany Wilson a call! She
resides in the southern most village in Vanuatu and because of
this she knows how to ‘get down’
on the dance floor. If you’re looking for a fun loving, health focused,
kava drinking volunteer your new
love resides in Umej, Aneityum!
–Jen N.

Angie Kutz is a petite, semi-

Wondering who that sassy
salsa dancing newbie is? It’s
Megan Boehm, of course! This
spicy princesa may not be an education volunteer, but she can definitely teach you how to shake it.
Tired after all that spinning and
stepping? Curl up with Megan and
a good book or two. She hasn’t finished the Harry Potter series yet
though so don’t spoil it! Megan
likes the smooth tunes of Justin
Timberlake, ice cream in the morning, washing dishes at other people’s houses and gardening. This
sweet and spicy G26er is the best
of the bunch so, come on guys, why
not ask her to dance? –Sam H.

Do you enjoy the finer things
in life? Want to escape the dusty
reality of island living? Give David
Bekkerus a whirl. This suave IT
guy will serenade you with sounds
of servers, air con units and circular saws. Don’t let the technology
fool you though. David has a bohemian side as well- just check out
his bathroom door. David enjoys
Cool Whip on his pancakes, creative writing, paying with credit
card and the movie The Matrix.
One night with this sexy nerdfala
and you’ll see why so many are
tempted to follow him down that
rabbit hole. –Sam H.
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quiet spinster hoping to meet her
soul-mate sometime soon before
her ovaries stop producing eggs…
as she’d like to have a pikinini or
two. She’s willing to live almost
anywhere in the world (preferably
not in the US) & loves S.E. Asia
including rice. She’s lived in over a
dozen states, traveled thru 15 countries & this is her 3rd time living
overseas. You’d think she would
have been snatched up before
now…but guys you are in luck.
She’s still available! –Angela K.

Seeking a girl who looks good
with or without glasses?
Michelle Kenney is the obvious
choice. This good hearted Epi gel is
a lovely as she is passionate about
phonemic awareness. Mmmm is
for Michelle is right. She likes cake
after her kava, pronouncing Lamen
with a long vowel sound, stopping
gender based violence and swimming with dugongs . Blend your
sounds right and Michelle might
just let you swim right into her
heart. –Sam H.

Insane computer times we live
in. Wow. But how can you trust all
these e-men? Michael Toohig is
100% real and has never gone to
jail. Attractive SWM, 23 years old
and healthy. Doctors say he can
get you pregnant. Knows 15 guitar
chords. Parents think he’s in law
school and they keep paying the
bills LMAO its awesome. Wants
age “18” kasem 28. Open minded
twin sister is a plus. –Mike T.

Does a woman who can name
every member state of the United
Nations get you all hot and bothered? Well, this feisty little Georgia
peach, Katelyn Connell, is the
gal for y’all! Be prepared to feel
the pain if you ain’t tryin’ to make
it rain for this sassy, Southern redhead. This Little Mermaid look-alike wants to take the time to get
to know your dingle-hopper! She
speaks 10 native languages and
is fluent in the language of love.
This dancing machine can drink
you under the table and might
even join you while you’re down
there. Applications accepted via
Hideaway Underwater Post Office:
PMB Under Da Sea. –Elizabeth W.

Have an ass like a table top?
Wanna itchi gichi ya ya? Mocha
chocolata ya ya? Not too fast.
You’re gonna have to brush up on
your African Dancing before you
push up on some Natalie “rocking
this Fedora” Felton. After practicing your dancing skills, and touching up on your French, Ms. Felton
may consider you as a prospect for
her rotation. Bootylicious. Need I
say more? For contact information
for Ms. Felton, please ask the nearest bus driver in Port Vila Town, as
each interviews her frequently. –
Katelyn C. and Elizabeth W.

If you like pina coladas, making love on the sand, bonding
rituals that involve fire, jumping
into large bodies of water for a
swim and you’ve been doing that
your whole life then you might
be perf for Jen Nadler. Turn ons:
big hands, balding heads, shirtless
n-Vans, and French accents that
sound Irish. Turn offs: girly dance
moves, men who cry, and smoking.
If you’d like to make some noise in
this peaceful forest just head down
south, the door is always open.
-Dawna H.

Enjoy drinking a shell or seven
a night? Want a kava buddy who
will also be you snuggle bunny?
Hey ladies! Michael Hawkins
is snuggly as they get. He enjoys
disc golf, all things Alaska, the
authorized biography of Ripley’s
Believe it or Not and skyping
with his Mom. Interested in this
straight talking mama’s boy? Buy
him a shell and who knows, maybe
he’ll show you why they call him
Michael Spear Hawkins. –Sam H.

Enjoy getting your ass kicked
at Nubbins? Like to talk about sex,
baby? Let this Wolfe get knee deep
into your Quidditch game! She
takes no for an answer and there
are no limits to who or what she
plays with. This lupine brunette
will satisfy you by whisking you
into her invisible cloak, sweetly yet
viscously dominating your nubbins. This Wolfe, by name and by
nature, would be willing to hunt
her prey and romance you under
a full moon. Elizabeth Wolfe, do
you dare? –Katelyn C. and Natalie
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Classifieds Island
Goggles
Tim Martin is a collector of
both diamonds and gold and is
ready to shower his lady with all
kinds of sparkly things. Looking
for a guy with tattoos who likes to
cuddle? Tim Martin is your man.
He enjoys sunsets, cameras, Island
Time hamburgers and zorbing.
Roll away into the horizon with
this sensitive bad boy. –Sam H.

If you’re a man who likes to
live your life out LOUD you need
to meet Dawna Horton! She’s
into a sweet and spicy kind of love
and soon she will be scuba certified so she’ll be ready to dive deep
into a new love. Climb the hill to
Eratap if you’d like to meet this
enthusiastic gal! –Jen N.

Male primary teacher on
Ambae, seeking someone close up.
Ideally, she should be about 5 foot
4, trained in social work and skillful in the art of theater. She must
enjoy long walks, sunrises, and
apple fritters. If this is you please
respond promptly and let’s begin
our great adventure. -Nathan
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One Saturday night in
Luganville I sat on Sam’s
floor, close to tears for the
fifth time in 24 hours. In
the U.S. finding myself in
this state would take a tsunami’s worth of emotion.
In Vanuatu, this is a place
I visit at least once a week.
Feeling dependent, alone,
needy, down, and trapped
are not emotions I’m used
to feeling and have taken a
lot of getting used to.
That night Sam and I
proceeded to launch a conversation that I had had
before with multiple volunteers about how being
here gives you, what she
called, “Island goggles”.
At the time she was referring to our perceptions of
potential dating partners,
about how we maybe misread our compatibility with
people because the pool
of people available to us
skews those perceptions.
It is a complicated and
highly debatable topic, but
it made me think about
other ways in we wear
these “island goggles”.
We are all on small
islands in the middle of
nowhere, but I think in
many aspects, it is not just
a physical state of being
but a mental one. Our
minds are also trapped on
an island in the middle of
nowhere. Which means
that our feelings are too.
When you have the
urge to run away, both
physically and mentally,
you find that you can’t

really get too far. Whether
you walk for a hundred
hours or two, you’re going
to eventually end up right
where you started. And no
matter how many times you
lap your island, your emotions are still on it with you,
grinning maliciously at you
when you wind up back at
your front door.
You can’t go home for
the weekend and visit mom.
Or road trip up to Rochester
to visit your college friends.
You can’t curl up next to your
sister, turn on the TV and
sit there mindlessly watching some dumb show while
you wait for raw emotions
to become tolerable ones.
Instead they sit there, unfiltered, screaming at you in
full force and demanding a
response.
In this state, you become
probably more vulnerable
than you’ve ever been in
your entire life. And with
vulnerability, comes dependency. You are emotionally
unstable, so you look for
other people to stable you.
Except the only people
surrounding you are all also
emotionally unstable people,
who have their own pits of
severe emotional incapacitating states to deal with. Our
good days are sometimes
jarred by comforting other
volunteers, our friends, on
their bad days. Comforting a
friend in the states is not the
same as comforting someone here. Here, even giving away that small amount
of positive energy can leave

Jessica
Geraci
EL, Santo
you bankrupt of good feelings. It makes friendships
unusually difficult and,
consequently even more
valuable.
The fights I have with
Hunter and Mike sometimes feel like the end of
the world to me. I have
never wanted to go home
more than when I feel like
I don’t have their support.
An extremely high emotional burden to place on
two people, especially two
people who are perhaps
the only volunteers in this
country that I have met
that are immune to almost
every single thing I have
discussed in this article.
It is my belief that in
this state of being, in this
state of vulnerability and
dependency, the worst of
who we are is brought to
the surface, is the face that
we are suddenly presenting
to the world every day. All
the ugliness inside of us, all
of the things we don’t like
about ourselves are suddenly pushing to come out,
while we fight everything
inside us to simply keep it
all in check.
For people in G25, all of
this struggle probably feels
as though it has somewhat
dwindled recently. Part
of that is because we have
spent two years making
this our home, and it no
longer feels quite as muchas often- as an island that
we are confined to against
our will.
But the other part of

it is that we have somehow,
miraculously, become strong
enough to tolerate our most
intolerable state of beings.
We’ve somehow become
strong enough to be alone
and vulnerable in its most
raw, heart wrenching state
and not only survive this,
but survive it in a way that
no longer inhibits us. We
can survive it while managing to exhibit positive energy
into the community around
us and not curl up into a ball
afterwards, succumbing to
endless tears.
But at the end of the day,
it’s never going to be easy.
And the strength you’re
accruing isn’t tangible and
may not be apparent to
you. But trust me, it’s there.
These two years only look
like they’ve ripped you apart.
What’s been happening
though, has made you more
whole, underneath all of it,
than ever before. Because
if you can now do all that
you’re doing in your worst
state of being, imagine all
that you can do in your best.
So remember that it’s
okay to feel whatever you’re
feeling. You’re not weak.
You’re not even becoming
weaker. You’re just surviving this experience, despite
the odds pit against you.
And it’s okay, really it’s okay,
to succumb to tears on someone’s floor. Anyone’s floor.
Though I, personally, would
have to recommend Sam’s.
It’s seen some tears recently.
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Poetry by
Anastasia K. Gates
I sit, perched atop my kitchen table
like a morning owl draped in earth
Peering, I wonder, with chimera eyes
down beyond the little hill
where the urchins swim and lullaby
into the cobalt blue of night
The morning light is rosy, soft
like the fog of leftover perfume and
white talcum burning on the bear-breasted wings
of midsummer’s eve
Just beyond the curve in the road,
the air is dancing to the sound of hawthorn pipes
and the lore of burning leaves
Soft fern-green and deep-mossy wood,
beckoning me to wander and melt
into the spell of its gentle lungs
The body of nature breathes so sweetly
my name and lulls me back to that
glowing, hot ruby of my soul
That cradled, newborn being
quietly dwelling
in the frozen lapis lands of our warm crowns
“Wake up, wake up!” the earth exhales
“Come and play in my grassy fingertips
and wrap yourself with my hair of seaweed
and emerald blossoms.”
If you turn your dreary head skyward
there sleeps a deep lagoon
folding like the ray of chalcedony
I slowly dip my moon-bones inside,
feeling the swell of one small nebula
in the multiverse of my body
conjure a storm of dusty azure
Brilliantly shimmering against
the supple afternoon
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Write For Us!
Do you have an idea for an article?
We are looking for Poems,
Kastom Stories, Photos,
Recipes,
Advice,
Island Guides,
Think Pieces,
Success Stories, Failure Stories,
Jokes,
Doodles,
Flowcharts, Infographics and anything else you find relevant to Peace
Corps life in Vanuatu.

THE VAN AM
Contact
Editor in Chief
Jessica Geraci with
Your Story Ideas:
5985341

Deadline For
Spring Issue is
August 20th
2014

